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Covalent Capture of Kinase Substrate Phosphopeptides for Analysis of 

Cellular Signaling Networks 
 

Justin D. Blethrow 
 

Abstract 

 
Kinase-mediated protein phosphorylation regulates nearly every cellular signaling 

pathway.  Protein kinases function in the integration and modulation of information flow 

through the regulation of signaling components and act as direct effectors of cellular 

processes by controlling the behavior of protein machines and cellular structural 

components. Approximately one third of all cellular proteins are phosphorylated, and so 

it is thought that many individual kinases likely have numerous (>100) direct targets. A 

detailed understanding of this architecture will be required in order to accurately model 

complex cellular behaviors both normal and aberrant, to reliably predict cellular 

responses to therapeutic intervention in disease states, and to successfully implement cell 

or tissue based therapeutic strategies. Such an understanding will require a 

comprehensive elucidation of biologically relevant kinase-substrate interactions. At 

present, the discovery of such interactions represents a significant challenge.  

In this work we describe a novel method for rapid identification of protein kinase 

substrates. In this method, a kinase of interest is engineered to accept an ATP analog that 

allows it to uniquely label its substrates with a bio-orthogonal phosphate analog tag. A 

highly specific, covalent capture-and-release methodology was developed for rapid 

purification of tagged peptides derived from labeled substrate proteins. Mass 

spectrometric analysis of the recovered peptides affords identification of the parent 
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protein species, and often the exact site of phosphorylation. Our experiments show that 

tagged may be purified from complex mixtures with extremely high specificity.  

Importantly, we found the sensitivity of the method to be sufficient for the recovery of 

picomole scale targets from milligrams of cell extract digest. This is a regime suitable for 

the identification of novel kinase substrates after their specific tagging by as-kinases in 

cell extracts.  Application of this approach to the discovery of Cdk1-Cyclin B substrates 

in cell extracts yielded identification of over seventy substrates and phosphorylation sites. 

Many of these sites are known to be phosphorylated in vivo, but most of the proteins have 

not been previously characterized as Cdk1-Cyclin B substrates.  This approach has the 

potential to expand our understanding of kinase-substrate connections in signaling 

networks. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview of protein kinases 

Protein kinases catalyze the transfer of the γ-phosphate group from the cofactor ATP to 

specific serine, threonine, or tyrosine residues in protein substrates(1). Phosphorylation 

can affect various aspects of the target protein’s biological function including but not 

limited to, alteration of enzymatic activity level, imposition of conformational changes, 

alteration of subcellular location, and modulation of binding to other biological 

macromolecules(2). 

Protein kinases comprise the largest enzyme superfamily in the human genome, 

and the second largest gene family (1.7% of the estimated total human genes)(3). Given 

their abundance, it’s not surprising that protein phosphorylation is the most common 

post-translational modification in eukaryotic cells.  Approximately one third of all 

cellular proteins are phosphorylated, and it is thought that many individual kinases likely 

have numerous (>100) direct targets(4).  

 

 

Figure 1.1 A protein kinase catalyzes transfer of phosphate from ATP to a substrate. 
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Figure 1.2 Examples of functional consequences of protein phosphorylation. (A) 
Phosphorylation causes an allosteric change, altering the substrate’s enzymatic activity. 
(B) Phosphorylation creates a binding surface for a second protein. If the phosphorylated 
substrate is localized to a cellular compartment, such as the plasma membrane, this 
second protein will be concentrated in that compartment. (C) Phosphorylation licenses a 
substrate for proteolytic destruction. (D) The effects in A and B are combined to create a 
logic circuit that performs the AND function ‘if Kinase 1 is active AND Kinase 2 is 
active THEN substrate activity is altered’. 
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Figure 1.3 The human protein kinase superfamily, ©Cell Signaling Technologies. 
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While for the vast majority of phosphorylation events, their biological relevance 

remains unknown, individual phosphorylations events have been shown to regulate an 

enormous diversity of cellular processes.  Protein kinases function in the integration and 

modulation of cellular information flow through the regulation of signaling components 

such as GTPases, phosphatases, and other kinases.  In addition, they act as direct 

effectors of cellular processes by controlling the behavior of protein machines and 

cellular structural components. Protein phosphorylation is often rapid and reversible, and 

cellular phosphorylation states can change in seconds in response to alteration of internal 

or external environmental conditions. Thus the ‘phosphoproteome’ is both enormous and 

highly dynamic, and arguably comprises a substantial portion of cellular computational 

architecture, particularly on short time scales. 

 

1.2 The challenge of mapping kinase-substrate connections 

A thorough understanding of the vast protein kinase signaling architecture would be of 

enormous value, both in terms of facilitating our understanding of fundamental biology 

and also in terms of applied biotechnology, for example by suggesting optimal targets for 

pharmaceutical intervention.  Prediction of high-likelihood kinase substrates can 

sometimes be achieved using knowledge of substrate sequence motif preferences inherent 

to individual kinases, but this approach works only in cases where these preferences are 

strong (5, 6). However the production, using biochemical techniques, of a comprehensive 

map of kinase-substrate connectivity, faces a number of substantial technical challenges. 

Beyond the shear scale of the problem there are problems posed by the low cellular 

abundance of many substrates and the often weak and transient physical interaction of 
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kinase and substrate. Perhaps most importantly, there is the fact that all protein kinases 

use ATP as a substrate for phosphate transfer, meaning that it is impossible to address a 

single kinase species in a complex mixture using γ-32P-ATP. Thus, to study a single 

kinase it has been historically necessary to remove that kinase from biological context 

and assay it individually against purified candidate substrates. In the most recent 

evolution of this approach, a purified kinase is presented an array of surface-immobilized 

candidate substrates and allowed to phosphorylate its targets. Labeling is measured by 

autoradiography or immunoassay and positional information is used to assign substrate 

identities. 

These chip-based assays have several advantages, including the ability to query 

large numbers of candidate substrates simultaneously. Moreover, candidate substrates are 

presented in equal amounts, serving to normalize the concentration of low-abundance 

proteins.  This technology has provided a first generation map of protein phosphorylation 

in S. cerevisiae(7).  However, these assays do not currently allow identification of 

individual phosphorylation sites, and have not yet been adapted to organisms with more 

complex proteomes. Perhaps most importantly, the assay conditions fail to recapitulate 

the complexity of the intracellular environment. In vivo, the ability of a given protein to 

act as a substrate for a given kinase may be profoundly affected by factors such as the 

location of the substrate, its complexation with other proteins or macromolecules, and 

pre-existing post-translational modifications. None of these conditions are recapitulated 

in chip-based assays, thus they are likely to yield appreciable false-negative and false-

positive identifications. 
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1.3 Mass spectrometry-based approaches to deciphering the ‘phosphoproteome’ 

In recent years, significant advances in the sensitivity and accuracy of mass 

spectrometers have enabled the creation of increasingly powerful tools for analysis of the 

composition and modification states of complex protein mixtures. As applied to the 

analysis of protein phosphorylation, the use of high-throughput, high-accuracy mass 

spectrometers along with phosphopeptide enrichment methods has brought us to the point 

where many thousands of endogenous phosphorylation sites can be mapped in a cell or 

tissue type in short order (8-10). Moreover, as analysis times get shorter and sample 

throughput increases, it is beginning to become practical to add a temporal component to 

these analyses such that dynamic changes in the phosphoproteomic state can be 

monitored in response to experimental perturbation, such as activation of a signaling 

pathway (11). 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Phosphoproteomic analysis. A cell or tissue sample containing thousands of 
endogenous phosphorylation sites is digested to peptides, subjected to enrichment 
methods targeting phosphate, and analyzed by mass spectrometry. 
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While these phosphoproteomic methods are providing essential insight into the in 

vivo complexities of protein kinase signaling and even beginning to give broad insight 

into cellular phosphorylation state dynamics, they unfortunately do not provide 

elucidation of the direct connections between individual kinases and their substrates. 

Even in the optimal case where the cellular phosphorylation state is mapped both before 

and after activation of a single kinase, it is impossible to reliably determine which 

phosphorylation events are directly attributable to the action of the activated kinase, and 

which represent indirect effects through activation of one or more additional downstream 

kinases. As signaling pathways often involve cascades of protein kinase activation, this is 

a significant concern in term of deciphering such experiments. 

 

1.4 Chemical genetic dissection of protein kinase pathways 

Research conducted in the Shokat laboratory has provided a combined chemical and 

genetic approach to the identification of kinase-substrate connections. This approach is 

designed to circumvent the problem posed by the common use of ATP by protein 

kinases, and relies on engineering a kinase to accept an unnatural ATP analog by 

modification of the ATP-binding pocket (12, 13).  Protein kinases contain a highly 

conserved structural feature in the protein kinase, specifically a typically large 

hydrophobic residue that faces the exocyclic amine of bound ATP.  Removal of this 

density by mutation to glycine or alanine provides additional space in the binding pocket 

and further provides access to a pocket normally hidden behind this residue. Kinases 

altered in this manner are often able to accept unnatural analogs bearing bulky 

substituents at the exocyclic amine with minimal reduction of enzymatic function or 
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alteration of protein substrate specificity (12-22). The ATP analogs, most commonly N6-

(benzyl)ATP, are very poor substrates for wild-type kinases. Consequently, an ATP 

analog radiolabeled at the transferred gamma position can be used in combination with an 

analog-specific kinase to specifically radiolabel its substrates in complex protein mixtures 

that may contain other active kinases (15, 18, 20, 22). This is most useful for 

identification of kinase substrates when the protein mixture used is a minimally disrupted 

cell extract. Under these conditions we expect the preservation of important aspects of 

biological context, such as the integrity of native protein complexes and pre-existing 

post-translational modifications.   

 

 

 

Figure 1.5 N6-(benzyl)ATP modeled in the ATP-binding site of Cdk1. The residue 
mutated in as-Cdk1, F80, is shown in yellow at the back of the pocket.  The position of 
the N6-(benzyl) group was estimated based on the location of ATP in the published 
structure 1QMZ (23). 
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While this approach provides for kinase-specific labeling of direct substrates, 

further technologies are needed to accomplish the identification of those substrates.  One 

approach that has proved valuable has been the use of libraries of genetically encoded 

affinity-tagged proteins. In this scenario, kinase substrates are labeled in cell extracts 

containing one or more endogenously expressed, tagged candidate substrates. After 

labeling, these candidates are purified and the extent of their labeling is appraised. This 

approach has facilitated identification of low-abundance S. cerevisiae Cdk1 and Pho85 

substrate proteins (20, 24).  However, this approach is not currently tractable in 

organisms where genetically encoded tags are difficult to introduce into the genome.  

Finally, the precise phosphorylation sites are not readily determined by this approach, as 

proteins are purified by virtue of a protein tag rather than a phospho-dependent tagging 

strategy. 

 

1.5 A kinase-transferable ‘affinity’ tag for rapid identification of kinase-specific 

phosphorylation sites 

 
We present here the development of a method for substrate identification in which the 

analog-specific kinase uses a novel ATP analog to deliver an affinity tag to its substrates, 

thereby obviating the need to genetically pre-tag candidate substrates. The tag is a unique 

phosphate mimetic (thiophosphate) that does not naturally occur in cellular 

macromolecules. We developed a two-step, catch and release strategy that allows us to 

chemically distinguish thiophosphorylated species from all other functional groups in the 

proteome. This strategy forms the basis of a method for the purification of tagged 

peptides derived from enzymatic digests of labeled protein mixtures.  Mass spectrometric 
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analysis of these peptides reveals the identity of the corresponding protein species and the 

amino acid location of the phosphorylation site(s). We demonstrate the utility of this 

method through the identification of phosphorylation sites present in numerous substrates 

of the human kinase Cdk1-Cyclin B, a kinase critical for imposition and maintenance of 

the mitotic state. 
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Chapter 2: Ultra-specific Purification of Thiophosphorylated Peptides 

by a Covalent Capture and Release Strategy 

 
2.1 Design constraints for a kinase-transferable tag 

 
Any strategy for direct purification of the substrates of a single kinase species requires 

that the kinase be uniquely able to alter its substrates in a manner that provides a 

structural handle for their purification. This can be accomplished by using an ATP analog 

that is both specific for an analog sensitized kinase, and which contains a kinase-

transferable tag (Figure 2.1). This tag should be bio-orthogonal, such that it does not 

naturally occur in cellular components.  The tag must also possess chemical or steric 

properties that allow for specific purification of tagged species.  Any alterations to the 

ATP analog or the kinase which are necessary for transfer of this tag must not also 

severely compromise the catalytic efficiency of the kinase, or alter its pattern of substrate 

preference.  

 

Figure 2.1 An analog-sensitive kinase is used to transfer a tag specifically to its 
substrates in the presence of competing kinases. 
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 How can we meet these goals? We might envision an ATP analog in which the 

gamma-phosphate is covalently attached to a conventional tag, such as biotin. If the 

kinase were able to catalytically transfer the tag to its substrates, these molecules could 

then be purified using readily available reagents. However, the transferred gamma-

phosphate group lies at the heart of the kinase catalytic mechanism. As such, alteration of 

this group’s steric or electronic attributes is likely to significantly impair enzymatic 

function.  For example, evidence indicates that the phosphate group is transferred over a 

relatively long distance through a ‘dissociative’ transition state analogous to an SN1 

reaction, in which the phosphate group adopts a planar, metaphosphate anion 

configuration (1-3). In this transition state the phosphorus atom is electropositive and is 

stabilized by delocalization of the negative charges on oxygen.  Appending a tag to the 

gamma-phosphate would require replacing or esterifying one of these oxygen atoms, 

thereby eliminating its ability to contribute to stabilization of the phosphorus atom.  In 

this case we would expect the catalytic mechanism to be significantly impaired. 

Interestingly, however, a group recently demonstrated kinase-catalyzed transfer of a 

biotin-phosphoramidite group from an ATP-biotin species to substrates of PKA and CK2 

(4). The authors demonstrated labeling of kinase substrate peptides by MALDI-TOF 

analysis, and of beta-Casein and CREB present at high concentrations in bacterial 

extracts or doped HeLa extracts by streptavidin-HRP mediated detection. While these 

results are very intriguing, biotin-mediated purification even of these model proteins 

remains to be demonstrated. Moreover, kinetic parameters for the kinase-mediated 

biotinylation reactions were not determined, making it difficult to asses the practicality of 

the method.  
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In addition to electronic concerns, appending a tag to the gamma-phosphate also 

presents steric challenges. The ATP-binding pocket needs to be able to accommodate the 

additional steric bulk of the tag group, which might often prove very difficult given the 

close physical association of kinase, substrate and ATP.  Moreover, a tag appended 

directly to the gamma phosphate would be particularly capable of displacing the 

phosphate group from its optimal location through transfer of torsional forces. Interaction 

of the tag with kinase or substrate surfaces would have the potential to compromise 

optimal gamma phosphate alignment in this manner. Thus, in the face of these 

challenges, we assessed the likelihood of developing a strategy that could be generalized 

across the protein kinase family as low. 

 

2.2 Thiophosphate as a kinase-transferable tag 

 
One modification of the gamma-phosphate that has been shown to be reasonably well 

tolerated by protein kinases is the substitution of a non-bridging oxygen atom with sulfur, 

as in the nucleoside phosphorothioate ATP-γ-S. In this species, the electronic and steric 

properties are very similar to ATP(5).  Numerous kinases have been shown to catalyze 

thiophosphate transfer from ATP-γ-S, albeit with generally reduced catalytic rates (6, 7).  

ATP-γ-S has even been used as a tool for analysis of in vivo histone phosphorylation; it 

was found that addition of thiophosphate to HeLa cell cultures resulted in 

thiophosphorylation of histones and other chromatin-associated proteins (8). Proteins 

labeled in this manner which also lack cysteine residues can be purified by mercury 

affinity chromatography (9).  
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2.3 A strategy for specific purification of thiophosphorylated molecules 

 
The thiophosphoryl sulfur atom possesses substantial nucleophilic character and readily 

reacts with thiol-selective electrophiles such as alkyl halides and maleimides(7, 10, 11) 

and organomercury (9). This nucleophilicity can form the starting point for design of a 

thiophosphate-specific purification method. However, the key challenge for any method 

is to distinguish between thiophosphate and other thiol nucleophiles present in the 

proteome, particularly cysteine.  Given the abundance of cysteine thiols, these groups 

must be distinguished with extremely high fidelity.  Most cellular proteins contain at least 

one, and often many, cysteine residues (Figure 2.2).  A putative tag must fail to label any 

of the cysteine residues in a given protein, or cysteine residues must be comprehensively 

alkylated prior to kinase-mediated thiophosphorylation.  However, in practice it can be 

extremely difficult to achieve comprehensive alkylation under non-denaturing conditions.  

Moreover, alkylation of proteins prior to the kinase reaction might substantially alter 

properties of these proteins relevant to their competence as kinase substrates. The 

divergent ionization constants of cysteine and thiophosphate have been utilized to 

preferentially derivatize thiophosphate in the presence of cysteine (12). Pure cysteine has 

a pKa for ionization of the sulfhydryl group of 8.0. In contrast, the first pKa for ionization 

of O-methyl thiophosphate is 1.67 (13). As experimental(14) and theoretical(15) evidence 

indicates that the thiophosphoryl sulfur in thiophosphate monoesters is more easily 

ionized than the hydroxyl group, this pKa corresponds to the sulfhydryl group.  Thus, 

under mildly acidic conditions thiophosphorylated amino acids should contain ionized 

sulfur atoms and thus be maximally reactive for nucleophilic addition, while cysteine 

residues should remain protonated, and thus be only minimally reactive. In practice 
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however, cysteine residues in a cell extract display a wide range of ionization constants 

due to variation in protein microenvironements. Thus we felt that this approach would 

face substantial problems with background signal for the reasons mentioned previously, 

namely the requirement for very high fidelity discrimination between these two chemical 

groups. 

  A possible alternative approach is to attempt to modify cysteine exclusively in the 

presence of thiophosphate, rather than the reverse. This has been demonstrated 

successfully in the case of purified thiophosphorylated Histone H3, using iodoacetate at 

pH 8.0 under fully denaturing conditions as the alkylating reagent (9). This approach 

relies on charge repulsion between the acetate and thiophosphate groups to minimize 

reaction with thiophosphate. In this case, the cysteine-alkylated thiophosphoprotein can 

be subsequently recovered by affinity chromatography on resin containing immobilized 

phenylmercuric acetate; thiophosphate forms a covalent bond to mercury that can be 

reversed by treatment with reducing agents.  

We considered attempting to adapt this approach to our goal of purifying 

thiophosphorylated kinase substrates from cell extracts. In this scenario a labeled extract 

would be denatured and alkylated with iodoacetate, then purified over organomercury 

beads or another reversible thiol-specific resin. Eluted proteins would be recovered in a 

denatured state, then digested to peptides and analyzed by mass spectrometry. However, 

we anticipated that application of this approach to whole cell extracts would present 

substantial technical challenges. Our most significant concern was that alkylation of 

cysteine residues would not be comprehensive, leading to purification of numerous 

background proteins. On subsequent mass spectrometric analysis it would be impossible 
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to conclude with confidence that identified peptides were derived from recovered 

substrates rather than contaminants, unless the peptide contained a thiophosphorylated 

residue.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 The abundance of cysteine residues in Genbank human protein sequences. 
The percentage of total sequences containing n or fewer cysteine residues is indicated.  

 

In this course of studies we have pursued a purification method based on a 

covalent capture and release strategy that targets recovery of thiophosphopeptides derived 

from labeled proteins by enzymatic digestion. Like organomercury based purification, 

our approach relies on reversibly capturing thiophosphorylated species in the solid phase. 

However, unlike organomercury-based purification, our approach does not co-purify 

cysteine-containing species, in fact these species are selected against with extremely high 

specificity.  

Our approach was inspired by the reported observation that thiophosphate(V) 

O,S-diesters, which are structural analogs of alkylated thiophospho-amino acids, are 

susceptible to rapid hydrolysis of the sulfur-phosphorus bond in the presence of strong 
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oxidizing agents(16, 17) (Figures 2.3 and 2.4).  In contrast, thioethers are stable to 

cleavage under these conditions (figure 2.4) (18).  Thus, we thought it should be possible 

to reversibly trap thiophosphopeptides in the solid phase by reaction with an immobilized 

thiol-specific electrophile, while co-reacting cysteine containing species would be 

irreversibly bound.   

 

Figure 2.3 Oxidative detoxification of  the phosphonothiolate VX (from (17)). 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Oxidation of thioethers and thiophosphate diesters. (A) Thiophosphate 
diesters undergo rapid hydrolysis following oxidation of the thiophosphoryl sulfur atom. 
(B) Thioethers are sequentially oxidized to the analogous sulfoxide and sulfone species.  
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This approach is illustrated in Figure 2.5.  In this scenario, all nucleophilic sulfur 

species are allowed to react resulting in covalent capture of cysteine-containing and 

thiophosphate-containing polypeptides. After unreacted species are washed away, 

selective hydrolysis of the phosphorus-sulfur bond specifically liberates the 

thiophosphorylated species, with their concomitant conversion to the analogous 

phosphorylated species. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 A strategy for purification of thiophosphopeptides. Incubation of a peptide 
mixture with an immobilized electrophile results in solid-phase capture of all species 
containing a nucleophilic sulfur atom. Thiophosphopeptides may be specifically eluted 
by oxidation-promoted hydrolysis of the sulfur-phosphorus bond. 
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Given the ready hydrolysis of thiophosphate diesters under oxidizing conditions 

versus the stability of thioethers, the described strategy suggested the possibility of 

purifying thiophosphorylated species with very high specificity.  Moreover, given the 

covalent nature of the enrichment step, the strategy seemed to potentially offer a very 

high signal to noise ratio since exhaustive washing could be performed to remove 

contaminating background species prior to specific elution of the target species. 

However, the strategy provides a filter that is specific for species containing 

thiophosphate, and not also cysteine. The latter type of molecule would be expected to 

form bivalent attachments to the solid phase (Figure 2.6). On oxidation, these species 

would be retained in the solid phase by virtue of their thioether linkages and thus would 

be lost from the recovery.  As greater than 90% of all human proteins contain one or 

more cysteine residues (Figure 2.2), this substantially limits the potential of this strategy 

as applied to native proteins.  One ready solution to this issue, the one we’ve focused on 

in this study, is to enzymatically digest the thiophosphorylated proteins prior to 

performing the purification. Given the relatively moderate abundance of cysteine, this 

should be sufficient to physically separate the majority of cysteine residues from 

thiophosphate tags. As mentioned previously, an alternative approach would be to 

attempt to comprehensively alkylate cysteine residues prior to labeling kinase substrates, 

for example by alkylation with iodoacetamide. For the purposes of this study we were 

reluctant to employ this approach out of concern that 1: comprehensive alkylation could 

alter the properties of proteins in our labeling reaction, possibly creating or abrogating 

phosphorylation sites, and 2: most proteins contain multiple cysteines, with about 50% 
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containing six or more, thus comprehensive alkylation could be quite difficult to achieve 

(Figure 2.7).      

 

 

Figure 2.6 Bivalent attachment. A thiophosphopeptide containing a cysteine residue can 
form a bivalent attachment to the beads. On oxidation, this species will not be eluted.  
 

 

Figure 2.7 The challenge of cysteine protection. Comprehensive modification of the 
cysteine residues in a protein containing multiple cysteine residues requires very high 
reaction efficiency.  
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2.4 Evaluation of electrophilic resins for solid-phase capture of thiophosphopeptides  

 
To implement and evaluate our thiophosphopeptide purification strategy, we first tested 

two thiol-reactive resins bearing different thiol-selective electrophilic groups for their 

ability to covalently capture thiophosphopeptides in the solid phase. We tested a 

commercially available iodoacetyl-functionalized agarose product (SulfoLink Gel, Pierce 

Chemical), and a maleimide-functionalized resin produced in house by coupling of (2-

aminoethyl)maleimide to Affi-Gel 10, a crosslinked agarose bead product bearing an 

amine-reactive NHS ester (BioRad).  

 For these studies, a purified model Cdk substrate, S. cerevisae Fin1 (19), was 

thiophosphorylated with human Cdk2-Cyclin A, resulting in labeling at a single Cdk site 

(peptide following trypsin: [M+H]+ = 2122.00). Following digestion, five picomole 

aliquots were adjusted to pH 7.5 and incubated with either iodoacetyl-agarose or 

maleimide agarose. The extent of thiophosphopeptide depletion was analyzed at various 

time-points by MALDI-TOF analysis of the remaining soluble peptides. Parallel 

reactions were used for each time-point. The results are shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. 

With the iodoacetyl-agarose, depletion of the thiophosphopeptide was extremely rapid. 

By five minutes, most of this species was bound to the beads. In contrast, the maleimide-

agarose beads showed only a very gradual depletion, with appreciable 

thiophosphopeptide remaining in solution at 18 hours. Given the dramatic difference in 

reactivities and the added advantage of commercial availability for the iodoacetyl-agarose 

resin, we decided to use this material for our subsequent studies. 
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Figure 2.8 Reaction time-course for depletion of a thiophosphopeptide by reaction with 
iodoacetyl-agarose. (A) A sample of the load without exposure to beads, (B) soluble 
peptides after five minutes exposure and (C) after one hour. The target 
thiophosphopeptide is present at m/z 2122. 
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Figure 2.9 Reaction time-course for depletion of a thiophosphopeptide by reaction with 
maleimide-agarose. (A) A sample of the load without exposure to beads, (B) soluble 
peptides after one hour exposure and (C) after eighteen hours. The target 
thiophosphopeptide is present at m/z 2122. 
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2.5 Evaluation of thiophosphospeptide purification using iodoacetyl-agarose 

 We next evaluated our ability to recover thiophosphopeptides after binding to 

iodoacetyl-agarose resin.  In these studies, we tested out ability to recover a single tagged 

peptide from both simple and highly complex peptide mixtures. For the simple 

purification case, we examined recovery of the model thiophosphopeptide produced by 

digestion of thiophosphorylated Fin1. Ten picomole samples of this digest were 

incubated with iodoacetyl-agarose beads for thirty minutes, and then the beads were 

extensively washed and treated with Oxone to elute bound thiophosphopeptides. Samples 

of the load, flow-through and eluate were analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.   

In order to promote specific and efficient reaction of the tagged peptide with the beads, 

the binding reaction was conducted in an aqueous solution containing 50% acetonitrile 

and buffered to pH 7.0 by inclusion of 20 mM pH–adjusted HEPES.  At this pH value, 

the vast majority of potentially reactive amines present in the digest would exist in their 

protonated form, thus unable to react with the iodoacetyl electrophile. In contrast, the 

thiophosphoryl sulfur atom would be present almost exclusively as the maximally 

reactive anion species. Acetonitrile was included in order to mitigate any potential 

hydrophobic interactions that might sequester tagged peptides.   

Analysis of the unbound material revealed specific depletion of the tagged 

peptide, indicating its retention on the beads (Figure 2.10). Importantly, the relative 

intensities of the untagged species were extremely similar in the load and flow-through 

spectra, indicating that untagged peptides were not reactive with, and thus depleted by, 

the beads. Analysis of the fraction eluting upon oxidation revealed efficient recovery of 
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the tagged peptide, now present as the phosphopeptide analog ([M+H]+ = 2106.02) due to 

replacement of the sulfur atom with oxygen.  

 

Figure 2.10 Purification of a model thiophosphopeptide from a single protein digest. Ten 
picomoles of a tryptic digest of labeled Cdk substrate Fin1 were used. The target species 
was present at m/z 2122.00 in the load. After thirty minutes incubation with iodoacetyl-
agarose, analysis of the unbound fraction revealed specific depletion of this species. This 
spectrum represents about half of the unbound material, as thorough washing was 
required to remove the remainder. After washing, the target peptide was eluted by 
oxidation-promoted hydrolysis. The eluate spectrum showed recovery of the target 
species, at m/z 2106.02 due to exchange of a sulfur atom for oxygen. 
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Thus it was verified that our proposed purification chemistries could accomplish 

specific purification of thiophosphorylated peptides, at least from simple peptide 

mixtures when those species were present as a relatively large fraction of the total 

material.  However, in a real-world application such as the identification of novel kinase 

substrates in labeled cell extracts, our method would need to be capable of purifying 

kinase substrate-derived thiophosphopeptides present at low levels amongst a vast excess 

of random peptides. To model this situation with a single known target peptide species, 

we added ten picomoles of tagged and digested Fin1 to a tryptic digest of ten milligrams 

of Jurkat T cell extract. The peptide mixture was subjected to our purification protocol as 

for the Fin1-alone case, and the eluate fraction was analyzed by MALDI-TOF. While 

some weak background peaks were present, the expected phosphopeptide dominated the 

spectrum, indicating highly specific recovery of the tagged peptide (Figure 2.11). Under 

these conditions, the tagged peptide species comprised about one part in 500,000 by 

mass. Considering all Fin1-derived peptides present, a fairer metric for sensitivity, the 

tagged protein comprised about one part in 33,000 by mass of the total material. Thus our 

purification methodology was found to be extremely specific for thiophosphorylated 

peptides, and capable of efficiently recovering relatively low amounts of target peptide 

from a large excess of contaminating material. 
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Figure 2.11 Recovery of a single thiophosphopeptide from a cell extract digest. The 
experiment in Figure 2.10 was repeated with the addition of a tryptic digest of 10 mg of 
whole-cell extract. The target species comprised 2 ng or less; the background was 
500,000 fold higher. Analysis of the load (2 μg, 1:5000) confirmed that the target species 
was undetectable under these conditions.  Following purification, analysis of the eluate 
revealed highly specific recovery of the target species. 
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In similar experiments, we examined recovery of this model thiophosphopeptide 

from cell extracts by nanoscale LC-MS/MS. In an exemplary experiment, 10 pmol of the 

tagged peptide was purified from one milligram of HeLa cell total extract digest. One 

tenth of the recovered material was analyzed by nanoscale LC-MS/MS, and the resulting 

data were searched against mammalian and yeast protein sequence sets with the software 

package MASCOT(20). The target peptide was recovered and the resulting fragmentation 

spectrum was sufficient to identify the parent protein and the site of phosphorylation 

(Figures 2.12 and 2.13). Two contaminant peptides derived from human proteins were 

also identified (Figure 2.13) and some non-peptidic contaminant species were also 

present.  
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Figure 2.12 LC-MS/MS analysis of a tagged model peptide recovered from digested cell 
extract. 10 pmol of tagged peptide was added to 1 mg of HeLa cell extract digest. The 
mixture was subjected to our purification procedure and one tenth of the recovered 
material was analyzed by nanoscale LC-MS/MS. (A) Total ion chromatograph for the 
analysis run. Peaks corresponding to the recovered tagged peptide, a common non-
peptide contaminant (m/z: 679) and two human protein-derived peptides are indicated. 
No other peptides were identified, despite consideration of numerous potential 
modifications. The peak at 75 minutes contained an unidentified species.  (B) The 
fragmentation spectrum of the [M3++3H] ion form of the recovered phosphopeptide. 
Principal y-series and b-series fragments are indicated.  
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Figure 2.13 MASCOT search results for purification of a tagged Fin1 peptide from cell 
extract, confirming recovery of the target peptide. Swissprot S. cerevisiae entries were 
searched.  
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2.6 Optimization of elution conditions 

We next evaluated the effect of varying the concentration of Oxone in the elution step on 

our peptide recovery efficiency. For these experiments, two model Cdk substrates, S. 

cerevisae Fin1 (19) and Cdc6, were thiophosphorylated with human Cdk2-Cyclin A, 

digested, and subjected to our purification procedure. Oxone concentrations of 10 mg/ml, 

1 mg/ml, and 0.1 mg/ml were used for elution (concentration given in mg/ml rather than 

molarity as Oxone is a mixture of potassium peroxymonosulfate and the mono- and di-

potassium salts of sulfate). The eluted peptides were analyzed by nanoscale LC-MS/MS, 

and extracted ion chromatograhs (XICs) were obtained for two prominent 

phosphopeptides. The XICs for the various Oxone concentrations were overlaid to 

evaluate variation in phosphopeptide recovery (Figure 2.14). The lowest Oxone 

concentration of 0.1 mg/ml failed to show recovery of either peptide, suggesting that the 

thiophosphate diester linkages were not cleaved on the beads. The 10 mg/ml and 1 mg/ml 

both showed recovery of phosphopeptides, but the 1 mg/ml concentration yielded at least 

five times as much signal for each ion. Thus it appears that either of these concentrations 

is sufficient to cleave the linkages, but the higher concentration contributes to a loss of 

signal. The 1 mg/ml concentration was chosen as the default condition for subsequent 

experiments. 
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Figure 2.14 Thiophosphopeptide elution series with Oxone concentration varied. XICs 
for two prominent recovered phosphopeptides are overlaid. Maximal recovery was seen 
with an Oxone concentration of 1 mg/ml. A decrease in retention time was seen for both 
peptides in the 10 mg/ml series. 
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2.7 Oxidation-promoted cleavage of disulfide bonds 

 
Given the ready oxidation of thiols on treatment with Oxone, we wondered whether any 

additional sulfur-containing chemical groups commonly present in proteins or peptides 

would be vulnerable to cleavage under these conditions. In particular, we wondered what 

effect this treatment would have on the stability of disulfide bonds. To examine this, we 

took a protein containing numerous cysteine residues and disulfide bonds (Bovine Serum 

Albumin) and oxidized cysteine residues to form disulfide bonds with thioglycolic acid.  

This was accomplished by treating the protein with a mixture of thioglycolic acid and an 

excess of the disulfide dithiodiglycolate (Figure 2.15). The reduced species, 

thioglycolate, is included in the reaction to facilitate modification of cysteine residues 

already oxidized to intramolecular disulfides. The modified protein was digested either as 

is, or further treated by incubation with Oxone prior to digestion, and the resulting 

peptides were analyzed by nanoscale LC-MS/MS. The resulting data were analyzed with 

MASCOT. 

 

Figure 2.15 Oxidation of cysteine residues to thioglycolate disulfides. 
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 Analysis of the control material revealed numerous peptides containing 

thioglycolate disulfides at cysteine. In the oxidized material, these species were largely 

absent and the corresponding cysteine residues were found to be oxidized to the SO3 

sulfonic acid species, cysteic acid. These results indicated that some intermediate species 

in the progressive oxidation of disulfides are vulnerable to cleavage, perhaps by 

hydrolysis of the di-sulfone species.  

 

Table 2.1: Thioglycolated cysteine-containing peptides from BSA treated with DTDG. 
Five cysteine residues were observed to be oxidized to thioglycolate disulfides. Several 
cysteines were observed only in their unmodified forms. 

 

Peptide Sequence Modification 
K.SLHTLFGDEL*CK.V Thioglycolate-SS 
K.YI*CDNQDTISSK.L Thioglycolate-SS 

R.MP*CTEDYLSLILNR.L Thioglycolate-SS 
K.CCAADDKEA*CFAVEGPK.L Thioglycolate-SS 
K.LKPDPNTL*CDEFKADEK.K Thioglycolate-SS 

K.YNGVFQECCQAEDK.G None 
K.YICDNQDTISSK.L None 

 

Table 2.2: Cysteine-containing peptides from BSA treated with DTDG then Oxone. 
Most of the cysteines are observed to be oxidized to cysteic acid, including those shown 
to be thioglycolate adducts prior to Oxone treatment. Several cysteines were observed 
only in their unmodified forms. 
 

Peptide Sequence Modification 
K.SLHTLFGDEL*CK.V Cysteic acid 
R.RP*CFSALTPDETYVPK.A Cysteic acid 
K.LFTFHADI*CTLPDTEK.Q Cysteic acid 
K.GLVLIAFSQYLQQ*CPFDEHVK.L Cysteic acid 
R.*MP*CTEDYLSLILNR.L Cysteic acid and methionine sulfoxide 
R.*MP*CTEDYLSLILNR.L Thioglycolate-SS and methionine sulfoxide 
R.*MP*CTEDYLSLILNR.L Thioglycolate-SS and methionine sulfone 
R.*MPCTEDYLSLILNR.L Methionine sulfoxide 
R.*MPCTEDYLSLILNR.L Methionine sulfone 
K.YNGVFQECCQAEDK.G None 
K.LKPDPNTLCDEFK.A None 
K.EYEATLEECCAK.D None 
K.DDPHACYSTVFDK.L None 
K.SLHTLFGDELCK.V None 
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These results suggest that our selective chemistries are capable of purifying a 

second class of molecule if the procedure is not carried out under reducing conditions. As 

shown in Figure 2.16, a pair of disulfide-linked peptides in which one peptide contains an 

additional reduced cysteine residue will react with an immobilized electrophile resulting 

in capture by formation of a thioether. On oxidation, the disulfide bond will be cleaved 

releasing the attached peptide as the cysteic acid analog. This could prove a source of 

contaminating background peptides in the purification of thiophosphopeptides if care is 

not taken to reduce disulfide bonds prior to solid-phase capture. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.16 Oxidative cleavage of disulfide bonded dipeptides as an alternative 
purification pathway. 
 
 

2.8 A generic protocol for chemical purification of thiophosphopeptides 

 
The practical implementation of our purification concept requires consideration of a 

number of technical issues. A generic protocol is presented in Figure 2.18.  Factors that  

contribute to the overall success of the recovery include: 
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Proteolytic digestion: 

Proteolytic digestion of the labeled protein mixture should be conducted with moderate 

specificity enzymes such as trypsin in order to generate reasonably sized peptides and 

must be essentially comprehensive such that there are few missed cleavage sites. 

Excessively large peptides are significantly more likely to contain a cysteine residue, thus 

making them unrecoverable. The digestion should include a reducing agent such as DTT 

in order to reduce disulfide bonds and to competitively minimize oxidation of 

thiophosphoryl sulfur atoms. 

  

Peptide mixture cleanup: 

The overall performance of the procedure will benefit from the performance of a reverse-

phase cleanup following digestion. This serves to remove residual reducing agents and 

excess ATP analog, which can non-productively consume electrophilic moieties on the 

beads, as well as some cellular small molecules. It may be desirable to perform a 

phosphopeptide enrichment step at this stage in addition or as an alternative. We have 

found that thiophosphopeptides are easily enriched using chelated iron beads such as 

Phos-Select (Sigma) under conditions appropriate for phosphopeptides (Figure 2.17). 

Including this step may make subsequent steps more efficient due to the opportunity to 

perform them on a much smaller scale, thus reducing losses to nonspecific adsorbtion. 
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Figure 2.17 IMAC enrichment of a thiophosphopeptide. A digest of thiophosphorylated 
Fin1 was added to Fe2+-chelate media. Non-binding peptides and bound peptides were 
analyzed by LC-MS/MS. (A) XIC traces for the thiophosphopeptide 
IQNSDHITNIIFPTpSPTK ([M+2H] 2+ :1061.5) for the unbound (red) and bound (blue) 
fractions are shown. The peptide was only observed in the bead-bound fraction, 
indicating highly efficient enrichment. (B) MS/MS spectrum of the target peptide from 
the bound fraction. A prominent neutral loss of 96 daltons is seen, corresponding to loss 
of thiometaphosphate (HSPO2). 
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Covalent capture: 
 

In our experience the presence of a significant fraction of organic solvent improves the 

efficiency of thiophosphopeptide recovery, perhaps by serving to denature peptide 

structure and making the thiophosphate group more accessible, and/or by minimizing 

hydrophobic interactions with the beads which may sequester certain peptides. We have 

found it highly desirable to avoid the use of detergents or surfactants when possible, as 

they are extremely difficult to completely remove later. 

The reaction should be buffered at a pH of approximately 7.0, though we have 

found that a pH as low as 5.0 is still acceptable due to the low pKa of the thiophosphoryl 

sulfur. At pH values higher than approximately 8.0, some amine groups will assume a 

neutral charge, and thus potentially react with the immobilized electrophile.  

For the commercial iodoacetyl-agarose product SulfoLink Gel (Pierce) the 

binding capacity of the packed beads is approximately 10 mM; that is 1 ml of packed 

beads will react with 10 μmol of thiol before saturation. Sufficient reagent must be used 

to provide an excess of electrophilic groups over all reactive sulfur species present, 

including cysteine residues and any reducing agents present in addition to 

thiophosphopeptides. Cysteine is present at a frequency of about 2% in the human 

proteome, thus a random protein extract will contain roughly 2 μmol of cysteine in 10 mg 

of protein. Thus, we typically use 100 μl of resin per milligram of protein digest. 

 The binding reaction is typically allowed to go overnight at room temperature for 

complex mixtures. For simple mixtures such as the digest of a single labeled protein, 

we’ve found incubation times as low as ten minutes to be adequate. With more complex 

mixtures or mixtures containing a small amount of target and a large amount of 
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competing random peptides such as cell extract digests, overnight incubation has proven 

to be much more successful. 

 

Washing Conditions: 

Given the sensitivity of mass spectrometric analysis, it is extremely important to wash the 

resin thoroughly to remove unreacted material. Recovery of even a tiny fraction of a 

percent of an abundant background species may complicate subsequent analysis. We 

have found the wash sequence described in Figure 2.13 to be generally successful. 

 

Elution:  

We have found the oxidative elution reaction to work best using Oxone at 1 mg/ml, 

unbuffered in water. The cleavage reaction is extremely fast. We find it is not necessary 

to incubate the beads with the solution for more than about thirty seconds, however 

incubation times up to ten minutes have been found to work. We have not tested longer 

incubations.  Sufficient reagent volume is used to wash cleaved but adherent peptides 

from the beads, typically about five column volumes.  Optionally, the elution may be 

followed with a further wash step to remove any remaining peptides. 

 

Concentration: 

After elution it is typically necessary to concentrate the resulting phosphopeptides and 

remove residual Oxone. We typically accomplish this by passage through a micro-scale 

reverse phase column constructed from a gel-loading pipette tip containing about ten 
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microliters of Poros R3 resin (Applied Biosystems). Alternative strategies such as the use 

of phospho-specific media may be applicable as well. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.18 A general thiophosphopeptide purification protocol. 

 

2.9 Conclusions 

Our experiments show that thiophosphopeptides may be purified from complex mixtures 

with extremely high specificity by general solid-phase capture of thiols followed by 

selective hydrolysis of thiophosphate diesters using oxidation-promoted hydrolysis.  

Importantly, we found the sensitivity of the method to be sufficient for the recovery of 

picomole scale targets from milligrams of cell extract digest. This is a regime suitable for 

the identification of novel kinase substrates after their specific tagging by as-kinases in 

cell extracts.   
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2.10 Materials and Methods 

 
Cell extract preparations 
 
Pelleted HeLa and Jurkat cells were purchased from the National Cell Culture Center. For 

extract preparations, cell were resuspended in hypotonic lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 

7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.1% NP-40, plus protease inhibitors) and lysed by 

douncing.  Nuclei and membranous fractions were pelleted by centrifugation, and 

resuspended in lysis buffer containing 500 mM KCl. After centrifugation, the supernatant 

was added to the initial lysate.  The combined material was aliquoted and flash frozen 

with nitrogen for storage at -80°C. 

 
 
Model thiophosphopeptide studies 

Purified, bacterially expressed Fin1 protein (a gift of David Morgan) was labeled by 

incubation with Cdk2-cyclin A, ATP-γ-S, and 5 mM MgCl2 and then digested with 

trypsin (Promega Trypsin Gold), yielding a peptide mixture containing a single major 

thiophosphopeptide species. Ten picomoles of this digest were added to 100 μl of 

iodoacetyl-agarose beads (SulfoLink gel, Pierce) either alone, or with the inclusion of a 

tryptic digest of 10 mg of Jurkat cell extract. 100 μl of 50% acetonitrile was added to 

ensure easy mixing of the beads. The beads were incubated overnight in the dark with 

mixing by rotation, and then loaded in a 1 ml disposable column (Bio-Rad #732-6008). 

The flow-through fraction from the Fin1-only sample was set aside, and the beads were 

then washed with 10 ml each of water, 5M NaCl, 50% acetonitrile, and 5% formic acid in 

water. The beads were then treated with 500 μl of a 1 mg/ml solution of Oxone. Eluting 
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phosphopeptides were concentrated by capture on a micro-scale reverse-phase column 

consisting of 1 μl of Poros R3 resin (Applied Biosystems, product #1-1339-06 ) 

immobilized in a gel-loading pipette tip, and eluted directly onto a MALDI plate using a 

standard DHB MALDI matrix solution. These samples, as well as 10 pmol of the Fin1 

digest, 5 pmol of the Fin1-only flow-through, and 2 μg of Jurkat digest, were analyzed by 

MALDI-TOF using an orthogonal time-of-flight instrument (PerkinElmer).    

 

LC-MS/MS analysis of thiophosphopeptide recovery from HeLa extract 

10 pmol of thiophosphorylated, digested Fin1 was added to a digest of 1 mg of HeLa cell 

extract, and subject to thiophosphopeptide purification as described above, with the 

exception that concentrated peptides were eluted with 50 μl of 50% acetonitrile, and then 

the organic fraction was removed by evaporation in a speed-vac. One tenth of the 

recovered material was analyzed by nanoscale liquid chromatography coupled on-line to 

a Q Trap tandem mass spectrometer (Sciex). The peptides were separated over the course 

of 100 minutes using a nonlinear gradient of 5% to 30% acetonitrile containing 0.1% 

formic acid, at a flow rate of 150 nl per minute. A 75 μM I.D. by 15 cm RP column (LC 

Packings PepMap™ C18, 75-µm i.d. × 15 cm,3 µm, 100 Å (P/N 160321)) was employed 

to resolve peptides, while an upstream trap column (LC Packings PepMap C18, 300-µm 

i.d. × 5 mm,3 µm, 100 Å (P/N 160454)) was used to facilitate sample concentration and 

transfer from the autosampler.  Survey scans were performed using the ‘Enhanced Multi-

Charge’ scanning modality. Fragmentation spectra were acquired automatically in IDA 

mode and interpreted both manually and through the use of the protein database 

searching program MASCOT (Matrix Science).  
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Oxidation of BSA with dithiodiglycolate 

Ten milligrams of Bovine Serum Albumin (Sigma, monomeric) was incubated for thirty 

minutes with 20 mM thioglycolic acid and 400 mM dithiodiglycolate in 8M Urea at pH 

8.0. A sample was diluted into trypsin digestion buffer (100 mM ammonium bicarbonate, 

1 mM CaCl) and digested with trypsin overnight. 

 

Production of maleimide-agarose beads 

2 x 25 ml of Affi-gel 10 (750 umol sub.) were washed with dry DMF in a Buchner 

funnel, and then suspended in a flask in 50 ml DMF. 382 mg of the (2-

aminoethyl)maleimide, triflate salt (Sigma) (1.5 mmol) was dissolved in 3 ml DMF, and 

then added to the beads. The beads were allowed to sit for three hours with occasional 

mixing, and then ~50 ml of 100 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.5 was added, followed 30’ 

later by two grams of ethanolamine hydrochloride. After a further 20’, the beads were 

filtered, washed with water and then ethanol, and stored in ethanol at 4C in the dark. A 

small amount was exposed to a solution of Ellman’s reagent pretreated with BME, and 

was observed to deplete the yellow colored thiophenol species from solution.  

 

IMAC purification of a thiophosphopeptide 

Purified, bacterially expressed Fin1 protein was labeled by incubation with Cdk2-cyclin 

A, ATP-γ-S, and 5 mM MgCl2 and then digested with trypsin (Promega Trypsin Gold), 

yielding a peptide mixture containing a single major thiophosphopeptide species. Five 

picomoles of this digest were added to 25 μl of Fe2+-IMAC beads (Phos-Select, Sigma). 
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The beads were rotated at room temperature for thirty minutes, then unbound peptides 

were removed and set aside. The beads were washed with 50% acetonitrile in 1% formic 

acid, then equilibrated with water and bound peptides were eluted by incubation with 25 

μl of 5 mM EDTA. Unbound peptides and eluting peptides were analyzed by nanoscale 

liquid chromatography coupled on-line to a Q Trap tandem mass spectrometer (Sciex). 

The peptides were separated over the course of 100 minutes using a nonlinear gradient of 

5% to 30% acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid, at a flow rate of 150 nl per minute. 

A 75 μM I.D. by 15 cm RP column (LC Packings PepMap™ C18, 75-µm i.d. × 15 cm,3 

µm, 100 Å (P/N 160321)) was employed to resolve peptides, while an upstream trap 

column (LC Packings PepMap C18, 300-µm i.d. × 5 mm,3 µm, 100 Å (P/N 160454)) was 

used to facilitate sample concentration and transfer from the autosampler.  Survey scans 

were performed using the ‘Enhanced Multi-Charge’ scanning modality. Fragmentation 

spectra were acquired automatically in IDA mode using ‘Dynamic Fill Time’ with a 

maximum trap fill time of one second. Data were interpreted both manually and through 

the use of the protein database searching program MASCOT (Matrix Science) with 

searches performed against the Swissprot and NCBINR databases. Oxidation of 

methionine to the sulfoxide and sulfone forms, as well as serine/threonine 

phosphorylation were considered as potential modifications. After initial searches for 

tryptic peptides, searching was repeated considering non-tryptic peptides, as well as some 

less common modifications such as N-terminal pyroglutamic acid formation. 
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Chapter 3: Nucleoside Phosphorothioate Analogs for Kinase-Specific 

Thiophosphorylation of as-Kinase Substrates 

 
 
3.1 Introduction 

 
The application of our strategy for chemo-specific purification of thiophosphorylated 

peptides to the discovery of novel kinase substrates requires the production of an as-

kinase specific ATP analog or analogs. N6-(benzyl)ATP has been found to be a broadly 

useful ATP analog accepted by a range of as-kinases, and has the added advantage of 

being more readily synthesized than some other options due to the commercial 

availability of the precursor species benzylaminopurine riboside. Thus, we chose to 

pursue synthesis of the phosphorothioate analog of this species containing the 

thiophosphate moiety at the transferable gamma position, N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-

phosphorothioate. We synthesized this molecule as well as the radiolabeled analog, N6-

(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate. The latter was produced using a novel combined 

chemical and enzymatic strategy. 

 
3.2 Synthesis of N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-phosphorothioate  

 
Our strategy for production of N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-phosphorothioate (N6BgS) is presented 

in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The key component of the strategy, gamma-thiophosphorylation 

of the nucleoside diphosphate species, is adapted from the published synthesis of ATP-γ-

S described by Goody and Eckstein (1). Our strategy is comprised of (i) synthesis of  N6-
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(benzyl)ADP (Figure 3.1), (ii) synthesis of an S-protected thiophosphate species, (iii) 

coupling of these two species and (iv) deprotection of the resulting S-protected N6-

(benzyl)ATP-γ-phosphorothioate (Figure 3.2).  

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.1 Synthetic scheme for generation of N6-(benzyl)ADP. Conditions: (i.) 1.5 
equiv. phosphorus oxychloride, triethylphosphate and DMF, 30 min., 0° C; (ii.) 6 equiv 
tributylammonium pyrosphosphate, 5 equiv. tributylamine, RT, 30 min.; (iii.); (iv) 
hexokinase-agarose, 5 equiv. glucose, buffered water, 72 hours. 
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Figure 3.2 Synthetic scheme for gamma-thiophosphorylation of N6-(benzyl)ADP. 
Conditions: (i.) 1.1 equiv. 3-chloropropionamide, 3 equiv. tributylamine, water, RT, 18 
hours; (ii.) 2 equiv. trioctylamine, 1.5 equiv. diphenylphosphorochloridate, 2 equiv. 
tributylamine, dioxane, RT, 2 hours; (iii.) 0.36 equiv. N6-(benzyl)ADP as 
trioctylammonium and tributylammonium salt, pyridine, RT, 2 hours, water; 0.1 M 
NaOH, 10 min., 100° C, 2 equiv. 2-mercaptoethanol.  
 
 
 N6-(benzyl)ADP was produced from benzylaminopurine riboside (Sigma). As 

direct production of the 5’ diphosphate species is technically difficult, we proceed by 

initially generating the 5’ triphosphate species. Benzylaminonpurine riboside is converted 

first to the cyclic 5’- triphosphate species by treatment with phosphorus oxychloride 

followed by pyrophosphate. Hydrolysis affords a mixture containing primarily the linear 

5’-triphophate species, as well as lesser amounts of the 5’-diphosphate and 

monophosphate species. The 5’-diphosphate can be isolated directly by anion exchange 

chromatography over Q-sepharose with an elution gradient of triethylammonium 

bicarbonate (TEAB), pH 7.5. (Figures 3.3-3.6). However, we found it more productive to 

promote conversion of the triphosphate species to the diphosphate by addition of 

hexokinase and glucose. This enzyme normally catalyzes the first step in cellular 

glycolysis, using ATP to phosphorylate glucose. We found that it will also accept N6-

(benzyl)ATP in this reaction (2). Thus, the reaction mixture was incubated with agarose-

immobilized hexokinase (Sigma) and glucose in water at room temperature for several 

days. Analysis of the reaction course by chromatographic separation indicated a slow 

progression, possibly due to enzyme inhibition by glucose-6-phosphate, a known potent 

inhibitor of hexokinase. The N6-(benzyl)ADP enriched mixture was separated by anion 

exchange and the diphosphate species was isolated. Mole equivalents of trioctylamine 
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and tributylamine were added, and rotovapping to remove triethylamine gave the mono-

trioctylammonium, mono-tributylammonium salt.  

 
 

Figure 3.3 FPLC separation of benzylaminopurine riboside triphosphorylation reaction. 
Peaks 9-11 contain the triphosphate species, 4-7 the diphosphate species, and 1-3 the 
monophosphate species. Later peaks contain various tetraphosphate species. 
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Figure 3.4 –ESI analysis of FPLC purification fractions 8-11 showing the presence of 
N6-(benzyl)ATP. N6-(benzyl)ATP ([M-H]-1: 596.04) shows substantial in-source 
fragmentation, losing phosphate to give the diphosphate (m/z 516) and monophosphate 
(m/z 436) species. 

 
 
 

Figure 3.5 –ESI analysis of FPLC purification fractions 5-7 showing the presence of N6-
(benzyl)ADP ([M-H]-1: 516.08).  
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Figure 3.6 –MS2 fragmentation of N6-(benzyl)ATP ([M-H]-1: 596.04). The precursor 
readily loses phosphate to give the diphosphate (m/z 516) species. 
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 The tripyridinium form of thiophosphate, produced from the trisodium salt 

(Sigma) by passage over pyridinium-Dowex resin (Dowex 50X8-100 acid resin 

neutralized with pyridine and washed with water), was protected at sulfur 

by alkylation with 3-chloropropionamide. The product was converted to the 

trioctylammonium salt and activated for coupling by reaction with 

diphenylphosphorochloridate. This material was prepared just prior to use, and was 

carried forward without characterization. The isolated product was allowed to react with 

N6-(benzyl)ADP giving the S-protected N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-phosphorothioate, which was 

isolated by ion-exchange FPLC as for the triphosphate species (Figures 3.7-3.8). This 

species was deprotected by boiling in 0.1 M NaOH, and the product was isolated by 

anion exchange chromatography over a 20 ml Q-sepharose column (GE Life Sciences 

HiPrep™ 16/10 Sepharose™ FF IEX Column, # 17-5190-01) Figures 3.9-3.10) giving a 

total overall yield of about 14%. 
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Figure 3.7 FPLC separation of the products of the coupling reaction. Peaks 9-10 contain 
the S-protected thiotriphosphate species, 6-7 contain N6-(benzyl)ADP, and 12-13 contain 
N6-(benzyl)ATP.   

 
 
Figure 3.8 –ESI analysis of FPLC purification fractions 9-10 showing the presence of 
N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-S-carbamoylethylthiophosphate ([M-H]-1: 683.4). In-source 
fragmentation gives the expected product ions. 
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Figure 3.9 FPLC separation of the products of the N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-S-
carbamoylethylthiophosphate deprotection reaction. Peaks 7-8 contain the starting 
material, peaks 9-10 contain N6-(benzyl)ADP, and peaks 11-12 contain N6-
(benzyl)ATP-γ-S. 
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Figure 3.10 –MS2 fragmentation of N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-S ([M-H]-1: 612.02). The 
precursor readily loses thiophosphate to give the diphosphate (m/z 516) species and loses 
hydrogen sulfide to give the N6-(benzyl)-γ-metaphosphate species at m/z 578. 
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3.3 Enzymatic synthesis of N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate from the 

diphosphate species using Nucleoside Diphosphate Kinase 
   

In order to explore the use of N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-S with analog sensitive kinases, we 

sought to generate analogs containing a transferable radiolabel, specifically N6-

(benzyl)ATP-γ-32P and N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate. These species would be 

useful for analysis of as-kinase kinetics, as well as for autoradiographic analysis of the 

natural substrates of these kinases. Given the difficulties inherent in performing chemical 

syntheses with radioactive reagents as well as the short storage life of the resulting 

products due to radioactive decay, we sought to develop a means by which we could 

produce enzymatically produce these reagents rapidly and efficiently, at essentially 

arbitrary scales. We were able to do so by taking advantage of properties of the enzyme 

Nucleoside Diphosphate Kinase (NDPK). 

NDPK is a ubiquitous enzyme that catalyzes the exchange of gamma phosphate 

between nucleoside triphosphate species and nucleoside diphosphate species by means of 

a bi-bi-ping-pong mechanism involving a phospho-enzyme intermediate (3) (Figure 3.3). 

  

Figure 3.3 NDPK mechanism. NDPK displays a ‘bi-bi-ping-pong’ mechanism with a 
stable phospho-enzyme intermediate. 

 

NDPK is promiscuous and will accept deoxynucleotides as well as a variety of 

unnatural nucleoside analogs such as AZT and d4T-DP bot in vitro and in vivo (4). 
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Structural studies of NDPK have shown that the enzyme binds nucleotide species in an 

orientation such that the ribose and phosphate groups penetrate most deeply into the 

binding pocket with the beta and gamma phosphates proximal to the autophosphorylating 

histidine residue, while the base forms a pi-stacking interaction with the side-chain of a 

conserved phenylalanine residue (5) (Figure 3.4).  For ATP/ADP, the N-6 exocyclic 

amine in the purine base faces solvent. As this is the position modified in our ATP 

analogs, we reasoned that the enzyme would likely accept N6-(benzyl)ATP as a donor for 

autophosphorylation. Moreover, the enzyme has been shown to be capable of catalyzing 

exchange of thiophosphate from nucleoside phosphorothioates and has been used to 

prepare gamma-thiophosphorylated nucleotide triphosphate species (6). 

 

 

Figure 3.4 The catalytic cleft of NDPK with AMP-PNP bound. The histidine residue that 
undergoes autophosphorylation is seen at the bottom of the cleft, from 1NDP (5).  
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These properties suggested the strategy for production of radiolabeled N6-

(benzyl)ATP analogs depicted in Figure 3.5. In this strategy, NDPK is immobilized in the 

solid phase, and the (thio)phospho-enzyme intermediate is produced by exposure to 

commercially available ATP-γ-32P or ATP-γ-35S. Washing removes residual ATP and the 

reaction product ADP, then the enzyme is exposed to N6-(benzyl)ADP, generating the 

desired gamma-radiolabeled species. The resulting product will contain residual N6-

(benzyl)ADP, which can be removed by chromatography if required.  

 

 

Figure 3.5 Generation of radiolabeled ATP analogs using immobilized NDPK and 
commercial ATP-γ-32P or ATP-γ-35S. The radiolabeled (thio)phosphate moiety is 
indicated by a red letter P. A*DP and A*TP represent N6-derivatized adenosine 
nucleotide analogs. 
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 The results of a typical N6-(benzyl)ADP thiophosphorylation reaction are shown 

in Table 3.1. In this experiment, 1.28 mCi of ATP-γ-35S (approximately 1 nmol) was used 

as the radiolabel source material, and 400 μg of purified NDPK was used to charge a 200 

μl column of IDA-Co2+-agarose. Elution was performed by addition of 20 nmol of N6-

(benzyl)ADP. Samples of the load, flow through fractions, wash fractions, and eluate 

fractions, as well as an EDTA treatment to strip bound cobalt, were analyzed by liquid 

scintillation counting and their total counts were calculated. The data indicate that 63% of 

the total counts in the ATP-γ-35S load were retained on the column, and that further 

washing failed to elute this label as expected. On treatment with N6-(benzyl)ADP, 43% 

of the counts were released, indicating formation of 0.55 mCi of N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S. 

Chelation of the cobalt with EDTA released a further 9% of the counts, indicating the 

presence of some residual thiophospho-enzyme and/or direct binding of the nucleotide 

load to the metal-charged beads. A further 19% of input was not recovered, and likely 

remained bound to the beads. 

 

Table 3.1 Enzymatic thiophosphorylation of N6-(benzyl)ADP analyzed by liquid 
scintillation counting. 
 
 

 

 

A detailed description of the enzymatic labeling procedure was published in 

Current Protocols in Molecular Biology and is reproduced with minor modifications 
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below (7). This method has been widely adopted as it enables research groups lacking 

facilities for chemical synthesis to rapidly produce radiolabeled ATP analogs. 

 

3.4 A protocol for generation of radiolabeled ATP analogs using NDPK 
 

Preparation of γ32P-labeled N6-(benzyl)ATP 
 

NDPK is a ubiquitous enzyme that catalyzes the exchange of gamma phosphate between 

nucleoside triphosphate species and nucleoside diphosphate species by means of a bi-bi-

ping-pong mechanism involving a phospho-enzyme intermediate (3).  In this protocol, 

6X-His tagged NDPK is immobilized in the solid phase by metal affinity and the column-

bound NDPK is equilibrated with [γ-32P]ATP in low magnesium to generate the labeled 

phospho-enzyme.  The column is then washed to remove residual ATP, and a ten-fold 

molar excess of N6-(benzyl)ADP is added in the presence of larger amounts of 

magnesium.  Eluate from this stage contains a mixture of [γ-32P]N6-(benzyl)ATP and N6-

(benzyl) ADP, and can be used directly in kinase reactions.   This protocol can also be 

used to generate [γ-35S] labeled nucleoside triphosphates. 

 

Materials 

[γ-32P]ATP, ~3000 Ci/mmol or ~7000 Ci/mmol 

cobalt affinity resin (see Support Protocol 1) 

purified NDPK-10XHis (see Support Protocol 2) 

2 mm glass beads (VWR, 26396-506) 

1 mL disposable pipette tip 
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HEPES buffered saline (HBS; see Reagents and Solutions) 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS; see Reagents and Solutions) 

 

1. Place a 2mm glass bead inside a 1mL disposable pipette tip and flick the tip to 

make sure the bead is firmly lodged near the end. Use scissors to remove the end 

of the tip where it extends beyond the glass bead. Mount this miniature column in 

a clamp on a stand.   

2. Add 200 µL of a 1:1 slurry of cobalt affinity resin.   

3. Add 1 mL of HBS and allow the buffer to drain until level with the top of the 

beads. If desired, a 1 ml pipette can be used to drive fluid flow through the beads. 

If this is done, be careful to avoid introducing a negative relative pressure in the 

column when removing the pipette as this can disturb the beads. 

4. Add approximately 165 µg of purified NDPK-6XHis . If the NDPK is in a buffer 

other than the recommended HKG buffer, it must be free of any chelators or 

reducing agents, including EGTA, before addition to the column. 

5. When this has flowed into the column, follow with 1 mL PBS. If desired, retain 

the eluate to quantify protein retention.  

 PBS is used in place of HBS in all steps subsequent to addition of NDPK. 

IDA-Co2+ appears to have a weak affinity for the various nucleoside 

phosphate species; PBS competitively blocks these interactions. A slight 

lavender color may be noticed on the initial addition of PBS.  This is 

insoluble cobaltous phosphate.  It has not been found to interfere with any 
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subsequent steps, nor has the use of PBS caused any significant loss of 

enzyme from the column.  

 

NDPK-6XHis has an A280 extinction coefficient of 1.31 for a 1 mg/ml 

solution, as calculated using the Gill equation (8). 

6. Dilute 833 pmol [γ-32P]ATP (2.5 mCi at 3000 Ci/mmol, 5.8 mCi at 7000 

Ci/mmol) with PBS to contain no greater than 1 mM reducing agent. 

 The reactions can be scaled for use of smaller quantities of label.  

 

Commercial  [γ-32P]ATP may contain an appreciable quantity of DTT or 

other reducing agent. This should be diluted so that enzyme is not lost 

from the column due to reduction of cobalt. 

7. Add label to the column and allow it to flow through, driving the flow if 

necessary. A moderate darkening of the column due to a low level of metal 

reduction may be observed, and a small amount of reduced metal may be present 

in the eluate. This should not normally be cause for concern.  Small samples of 

the load and eluate may be taken to quantify label retention on the column by 

liquid scintillation counting.  

8. Wash the column at least twice with 1 mL of PBS.  

The eluate should be sampled to quantify label release in these steps, to 

ensure that residual [γ-32P]ATP has been cleared from the column. 

9.Add 8 µL of 1mM N 6(benzyl)ADP (8 nmol) to 32 µL PBS containing 5 mM 

MgCl2.  
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This ADP analog and others can be synthesized using published 

procedures (9)  

10. Carefully add this to the column, and then gently force it into the beads until the 

liquid is again level with the top of the beads.  

11. Add 250 µL PBS containing 5 mM MgCl2 and gently force it through the beads 

until level, collecting the eluate.  A small sample of the eluate should be taken for 

liquid scintillation counting to determine yield.  

  

 All steps are performed at room temperature. 

 

Preparation of cobalt affinity resin 
 

Materials 

IDA sepharose slurry (Sigma I4510) 

200 mM cobalt chloride 

sodium azide 

 

1. Place approximately 3 mL of IDA sepharose bead slurry into a 15 mL conical 

tube.  

2. Wash several times with water by filling the 15 ml conical tube 

3. Wash once with 200 mM cobalt chloride. 

4. Wash four times with HBS.   

Store the beads at 4° C in a bead-volume equivalent of HBS containing 0.02% 

sodium azide. 
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Expression and purification of NDPK 
 

6X-His tagged NDPK from S. cerevisiae is expressed in BL21(DE3) E. coli and 

purified by metal affinity chromatography.  

 

Materials 

Pet28b-YNK1 

E. coli BL21(DE3) 

IPTG 

1M HEPES pH 7.4 

1M imidazole pH 7.4 

2.5 M KCl 

 

1. Obtain the NDPK expression plasmid pET28b-YNK1 from the Shokat or Weiss 

lab (Justin.Blethrow@ucsf.edu, elweiss@northwestern.edu). This plasmid is a 

derivative of pET28b containing the S. cerevisiae gene YNK1 with an N-terminal 

6X-His tag. This plasmid confers resistance to Kanomycin. Cells carrying this 

plasmid should be cultured in media containing 30 ug/ml kanamycin. 

2. Tranform this plasmid into E. coli strain BL21(DE3) 

3. Grow transformed strain to mid-log phase at 37° C (OD600 0.5-1.0).  

4. Add IPTG to 0.4 mM  

5. Incubate with shaking at 37° C for three hours. 

6. Isolate cells by centrifugation. 
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7. Produce clarified lysate and by method of choice, ensuring that the salt 

concentration is not less than 250 mM in the final extract. 

8. Apply lysate to anIDA-Co2+ Sepharose column. A 5 ml column is appropriate for 

a one liter scale expression. 

9. Wash with 4 column volumes HIK200 buffer.   

10. Elute with 2.5 column volumes HEK10 buffer. 

11. Dialyze against 3 changes of HKG buffer for two hours each. Dialysis membrane 

having a high MWCO (~15000) is appropriate. 

12. Determine protein concentration by measuring the A280. NDPK-6XHis has an 

A280 extinction coefficient of 1.31 for a 1 mg/ml solution, as calculated 

using the Gill equation. Aliquot and freeze using liquid nitrogen.  Store at 

–80° C.  

The purified protein has a tendency to precipitate in buffers containing less 

than 250 mM salt. Highly concentrated solutions may exhibit some 

precipitation at even higher salt concentrations. If precipitation is observed 

during dialysis, the precipitated protein may be resolubilized by slow addition 

of 2.5M KCl. If necessary, a final KCl concentration as high as 800mM is 

acceptable.  

 

Storage buffer should be free of DTT or other reducing agents, as these will 

complicate subsequent use of the enzyme. 

 

Steps 6-13 are performed cold, using chilled buffers (4° C) 
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Reagents and solutions 
 

HEPES buffered saline (HBS) 
150 mM NaCl, 100 mM HEPES pH 7.4 

 
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
150 M NaCl, 100 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4 
 
HIK buffer 
20 mM HEPES pH 7.4 
200 mM imidazole pH 7.4 
50 mM KCl 
 
HEK buffer 
20 mM HEPES 7.4 
10 mM EDTA  
250 mM KCl 
 
HKG buffer 
20 mM HEPES 7.4 
250 mM KCl 
20% glycerol 

 

 
  
 
3.5 Materials and Methods 

 
Synthesis of N6-(benzyl)ADP 

2g 6-Benzylaminopurine riboside (5.6 mmol) was added to 20 ml triethylphosphate, then 

15 ml anhydrous DMF was added to achieve solution. The triethylphosphate solution was 

stirred under high vacuum for two hours prior to use. Phosphorus oxychloride was 

distilled under vacuum, and 0.8 ml (1.5 eq) were added to the solution on ice, in a 

dropwise manner. A yellow color was observed to form immediately, and then a 

substantial precipitate was observed. 13.37 g of tributylammonium pyrosphosphate were 

added (Sigma, ~1.6 mol eq tributylamine or roughly 32 mmol), almost six equivalents, in 
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20 ml DMF also containing 5 g tributylamine. Evolution of HCl gas was noted, and the 

solution clarified to a large extent on stirring for 30 minutes at RT. 70 ml of 2M TEAB, 

pH 7.5 were added to quench the reaction and hydrolyze the cyclic triphosphate species. 

This was left to stir overnight at RT. The following afternoon, the mixture was 

rotovapped as far as possible, leaving substantial low volatility solvent. The product 

mixture was dissolved in 0.5 liters Hepes buffered saline, pH 7.4 and the pH was adjusted 

to neutrality. To this was added one gram of hexokinase-agarose (Sigma #H2653) and 

five mole equivalents of glucose. The reaction was stirred for three days, and then the 

products were separated by anion exchange chromatography over Q-sepharose with a 

linear gradient of 0.1-1M TEAB pH 7.5 Fractions were analyzed by tandem mass 

spectrometry and fractions containing the diphosphate species were pooled and 

lyophilized. Product yield was assessed by comparison of the absorbance of a sample at 

270 nanometers versus an absorption standard curve for adenosine diphosphate at this 

wavelength (determined extinction coefficient: 23086 cm-1 mol-1).  This measurement 

indicated a yield of 5 millimoles, or 90 percent. 

 
S-protection of thiophosphate 

10 mmol (1.8 g) of trisodium thiophosphate (Sigma) were converted to the tri-lithium salt 

by passage over lithium-Dowex resin (Dowex 50X8-100 acid resin neutralized with 

lithium hydroxide and washed with water). The material was rotovapped to dryness and 

then dissolved in 25 ml of water. To this was added 12 mmol (1.288 g) of 3-

chloropropionamide dissolved in 15 ml of ethanol, drop-wise with stirring. The mixture 

was stirred overnight under argon in the dark. At 16 hrs, a small sample was tested 

against Ellman’s reagent and gave no reaction, though pH was verified to be ~7.0 and 
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free thiols would be expected to react. The reaction was thus judged to be complete. The 

product was rotovapped to dryness and carried forward without further characterization. 

 

Activation of S-2-Carbamoylethyl thiophosphate and coupling to N6-(benzyl)ADP 

To 0.36 mmol of N6-(benzyl)ADP, triethylammonium salt (from chromatographic 

purification) in 8 ml of water were added mole equivalents of tri-N-octylamine (0.16 ml) 

and tributylamine (0.09 ml) and 10 ml of ethanol. The mixture was rotovapped to 

approximately 2 ml of cloudy liquid, then 20 ml of ethanol were added giving complete 

dissolution, and rotovapped to dryness. The resulting waxy material was placed under 

high vacuum for two hours, and then dissolved in 8 ml of dry pyridine and set aside. 

 

S-2-carbamoylethyl thiophosphate (2 mmol) was converted to the pyridinium salt by 

passage in aqueous solution over Dowex 50X8-100, pyridinium form. To the eluate was 

added 4 mmol tri-n-octylamine (1780 ul) and ~20 ml ethanol. The mixture was 

rotovapped to dryness and then subjected to several rounds of azeotroping with pyridine. 

Half of the product, or 1 mmol, was dissolved in 3 ml of dry dioxane. To this was added 

1.5 mmol (300 μl) of diphenylphosphorochloridate and 2 mmol (460 ul) of tributylamine. 

The mixture was allowed to stand at room temperature for two hours with occasional 

swirling, then solvent was removed under vacuum and 10 ml anhydrous diethyl ether 

were added; this was followed by 20 ml of boiling petroleum ether. The reaction was 

mixed vigorously and placed on ice for 30’. A dense liquid pooled at the bottom. The 

upper layer was removed by pipette and the residue was subjected briefly to high 

vacuum. The solid was redisolved in 3 ml dioxane, and the solvent again removed under 
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vacuum.  To this was added the solution of N6-(benzyl)ADP in pyridine. On mixing, a 

precipitate was observed to form slowly. The reaction was allowed two hours at room 

temperature under a positive pressure of argon, then 20 μl of water were added, and then 

the solvent was removed under high vacuum. The products were separated by anion 

exchange chromatography over Q-sepharose with an elution gradient of 

triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB), pH 7.5 as for the benzylaminopurine riboside 

triphosphorylation reaction (Figure 3.7). Fractions were analyzed by tandem mass 

spectrometry (Figure 3.8) and fractions containing N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-S-2-

carbamoylethylphosphorothioate were pooled and rotovapped to dryness. Assessment of 

yield by comparison of the absorbance of a sample at 270 nanometers versus an 

absorption standard curve for adenosine diphosphate at this wavelength (determined 

extinction coefficient: 23086 cm-1 mol-1) indicated a yield of 0.15 millimoles, or 40 

percent. 

 

Deprotection of N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-S-2-carbamoylethylphosphorothioate 

The isolated N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-S-2-carbamoylethylphosphorothioate was dissolved in 10 

ml of 0.1 M NaOH and brought to 100° C for 10 minutes. To the cooled reaction were 

added 100 ul of beta-mercaptoethanol to scavenge the liberated acrylamide. The product 

mixture was separated by anion exchange chromatography over Q-sepharose with an 

elution gradient of triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB), pH 7.5 as for the 

benzylaminopurine riboside triphosphorylation reaction (Figure 3.9). Fractions were 

analyzed by tandem mass spectrometry (Figure 3.10) and fractions containing N6-

(benzyl)ATP-γ-S were pooled and rotovapped to dryness. Assessment of yield by 
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comparison of the absorbance of a sample at 270 nanometers versus an absorption 

standard curve for adenosine diphosphate at this wavelength (determined extinction 

coefficient: 23086 cm-1 mol-1) indicated a yield of 0.06 millimoles, or 40 percent. 

 

Expression and purification of nucleoside diphosphate kinase 

The NDPK expression plasmid pET28b-YNK1 was constructed by PCR amplification of 

the yeast YNK1 gene encoding Nucleoside Diphosphate Kinase followed by insertion 

into the pET28b (Novogen) vector to give an in-frame N-terminal 6X-His tag. This 

vector was transformed into E. coli strain BL21(DE3) with Kanamycin selection. Cells 

were grown to mid log-phase at 37° C in 1 l of LB media. IPTG was added to 0.4 mM, 

and the cells were incubated with shaking at 37° C for three hours then isolated by 

centrifugation. Clarified lysate was prepared by sonicating the pellet on ice in Heped-

buffered saline containing 250 mM sodium chloride. The lysate was applied to an IDA-

Sepharose column (5 ml HiTrap Chelating column, GE Health Sciences) charged with 

cobalt. The column was washed with 20 ml of lysis buffer containing 200 mM 

immidazole, then the target protein was eluted by treatment with 12.5 ml of buffer 

containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 250 mM potassium chloride, and 10 mM EDTA. The 

eluate was dialyzed against three changes of buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 

250 mM potassium chloride, and 20% glycerol for two hours per iteration and then 

alitquoted and stored at -80° C. 

 

Synthesis of N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate 
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N6-(benzyl)ATP was converted to N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate using an 

enzymatic system as described previously (10). 400 micrograms of purified nucleoside 

diphosphate kinase bearing an N-terminal 6X-His tag was immobilized on 200 

microliters of IDA-Co2+-agarose (Sigma) and washed with 1.28 mCi (1 nmol) of ATP-γ-

35S-phosphorothioate (Amersham) to generate the auto-thiophosphorylated enzyme 

species. After washing to remove ADP, the enzyme was exposed to 20 nmol of N6-

(benzyl)ADP in 40 microliters of buffer, resulting in transfer of the thiophosphate group 

to the nucleoside diphosphate. The resulting N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate was 

recovered and used directly. Samples of the load, flow-through fractions, wash fractions 

and eluate were analyzed by liquid scintillation counting, indicating production of 0.55 

mCi of  N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate for a 43% yield. 
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Chapter 4: Specific labeling of human Cyclin-Dependent Kinase 

substrates using N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate 

 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Cyclin-dependent protein kinases (Cdks), simply put, are the engines that drive the events 

of the eukaryotic cell cycle and the clock that times them(1).  The Cdks are heterodimers 

composed of a catalytic subunit and an activating subunit (cyclin) that is known to 

contribute to substrate specificity(2-4). Oscillations in the activity of various Cdk-cyclin 

complexes underlie the regulated imposition of changes in the phosphorylation status of 

an extensive range of cellular proteins, thus orchestrating the events of the eukaryotic cell 

cycle.  

Cellular regulation of Cdk activity is elaborate and involves the integration of 

extracellular and intracellular signaling information to ensure the smooth coordination of 

cell cycle events in the face of environmental change or mechanical failure. Cdk- 

dependent regulation of downstream events is equally complex; these kinases are known 

to regulate the activities of a wide range of protein substrates in diverse cellular 

compartments (Table 4.1), and it’s generally believed that the great majority of these 

substrates remain to be discovered.   

 Given the large number of known Cdk substrates, and the presumably much 

larger set of unknowns, the Cdks would seem to be well suited for the application of our 

chemical-genetic methods for substrate discovery.  Recapitulating discovery of known 

substrates would serve as an inherent validation of our methods, while the discovery of 

novel substrates would likely offer further insight into known cell-cycle control systems 
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as well as revealing novel connections between the Cdks and unexpected aspects of 

cellular physiology.  

 

Table 4.1 Known Cdk1 substrates with mapped sites. Proteins containing mapped sites of 
phosphorylation by Cdk1 are indicated, as well as their Gene Ontology classifications. 
Adapted from the Human Protein Reference Database (www.hprd.org).   
 

Protein Sites Molecular Class Biological Process Ref. 

ABL 588 Tyrosine kinase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (5) 

Amphiphysin 272, 276, 285 Adapter molecule 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (6) 
Amyloid precursor like 
protein 2 736 

Integral membrane 
protein 

Cell communication; Signal 
transduction (7) 

BUB1 609 
Serine/threonine 

kinase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (8) 

C10orf3 protein 425, 428 Unclassified Biological process unknown (9) 

Caldesmon 1 
638, 724, 730 

744, 759 
Cytoskeletal 

associated protein Cell growth and/or maintenance (10) 
cAMP response element 
modulator 87, 110 Transcription factor 

Regulation of gene expression, 
epigenetic (11) 

Casein kinase II, alpha 1 
344, 360, 362, 

370 
Serine/threonine 

kinase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (12) 

Casein kinase II, beta 209 
Serine/threonine 

kinase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (13) 

CDC 25A 18, 116 
Dual specificity 

phosphatase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (14) 

CDC25C 
48, 67, 122, 

130, 168, 214 
Dual specificity 

phosphatase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (15) 

Cut like 1 1237, 1270 
Transcription 

regulatory protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (16) 

Cyclin dependent kinase 7 164, 170 
Serine/threonine 

kinase 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (17) 

DNA replication licensing 
factor MCM4 

7, 19, 32, 88, 
110 DNA binding protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (18) 

DNA topoisomerase II alpha 

1213, 1247, 
1354, 1361, 

1393 
Enzyme: 

Topoisomerase 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism 
(19, 
20) 

dUTP pyrophosphatase 99 Enzyme: Hydrolase DNA replication (21) 

E2F transcription factor 1 332, 337 Transcription factor 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (22) 
Epithelial cell transforming 
sequence 2 oncogene 815 

Guanine nucleotide 
exchange factor 

Cell communication; Signal 
transduction (23) 

Epsin 1 357 Adapter molecule 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (24) 
Eukaryotic translation 
elongation factor 1,delta 499 

Guanine nucleotide 
exchange factor 

Cell communication; Signal 
transduction (25) 

Flap endonuclease 1 187 Deoxyribonuclease 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (26) 

Forkhead box protein M1 649 Transcription factor 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid (27) 

Glial fibrillary acidic protein 8 Structural protein Cell growth and/or maintenance 
(28, 
29) 
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Golgin 95 25 Structural protein Cell growth and/or maintenance 
(30, 
31) 

High mobility group AT 
hook 1 53, 78 DNA binding protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism 
(32, 
33) 

High mobility group AT 
hook 2 44, 59 Transcription factor 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (34) 

Histone 1, H1a 2, 4 DNA binding protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (35) 
HIV 1 Tat interacting 
protein 119, 123 

Enzyme: 
Acyltransferase 

Signal transduction; DNA 
repair; Apoptosis (36) 

Interleukin 16 757 Cytokine Immune response (37) 

Kinesin like protein 1 926 Motor protein Cell growth and/or maintenance 
(38, 
39) 

Lamin A/C 19, 22, 392 Structural protein Cell growth and/or maintenance 
(40, 
41) 

Lamin B1 23 Structural protein Cell growth and/or maintenance (42) 

LATS1 490, 613 
Serine/threonine 

kinase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (43) 

M phase phosphoprotein 1 1644 
Cell cycle control 

protein 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (44) 
Microtubule associated 
protein 4 696, 787 

Cytoskeletal 
associated protein Cell growth and/or maintenance 

(45, 
46) 

Microtubule associated 
protein tau 470 

 Structural 
protein Cell growth and/or maintenance (47) 

Myocyte specific enhancer 
factor 2C 396 

 Transcript
ion factor 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid (48) 

Nestin 315 Cytoskeletal protein Cell growth and/or maintenance (49) 

NSFL1C 140 Unclassified Cell growth and/or maintenance (50) 

Nucleophosmin 1 219, 234, 237 Chaperone Protein metabolism 
(51, 
52) 

NUDE1 215, 239 
Cytoskeletal 

associated protein Cell growth and/or maintenance (53) 

NUP210 1881 
Transport/cargo 

protein  Transport (54) 

p73 86 Transcription factor 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid (55) 

PDZ binding kinase 9 
Serine/threonine 

kinase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (56) 

Pituitary tumor-transforming 
protein 1 165 

Transcription 
regulatory protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (57) 

Plectin 1 4539 Anchor protein 
 Cytoskeletal 

anchoring (58) 
Protein tyrosine 
phosphatase, non receptor 
type 2 304 Tyrosine phosphatase 

Cell communication; Signal 
transduction (59) 

PTPN1 386 Tyrosine phosphatase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction 
(60, 
61) 

RAP1 GTPase activating 
protein 1 484 

GTPase activating 
protein 

Cell communication; Signal 
transduction (62) 

Ras associated protein Rab4 204 GTPase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (63) 
Ras associated protein 
Rab5B 123 GTPase 

Cell communication; Signal 
transduction (64) 

Replication protein A2, 32 
kDa 23, 29 DNA binding protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (65) 
Response gene to 
complement 32 111 

Cell cycle control 
protein 

Cell communication; Signal 
transduction (66) 

Retinoblastoma 1 
249, 252, 373, 

807, 811 
Transcription 

regulatory protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (67) 
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Ribonucleotide reductase 
M2 subunit 20 

Cell cycle control 
protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (68) 

Ribosomal protein S6 kinase 394, 434 
Serine/threonine 

kinase 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction 
(69, 
70) 

Sam68 317 RNA binding protein 

Regulation of nucleobase, 
nucleoside, nucleotide and 

nucleic acid metabolism (71) 

Stathmin 1 25, 38 Structural protein 
Cell growth and/or maintenance; 

Signal transduction (72) 

Stathmin like 2 73 
Cytoskeletal 

associated protein 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction 
(73, 
74) 

Survivin 34 Adapter molecule 
Cell communication; Signal 

transduction (75) 

Thymidine kinase soluble 13 
Enzyme: 

Phosphotransferase Metabolism; Energy pathways 
(76, 
77) 

Tuberous sclerosis 1 gene 417, 584, 1047 
Cytoskeletal 

associated protein Regulation of cell growth (78) 
Type 1 inositol 1,4,5 
trisphosphate receptor 421, 800 

Intracellular ligand 
gated channel 

Cell communication; Signal 
transduction (79) 

Ubiquitin activating enzyme 
1 4, 835 

Ubiquitin proteasome 
system protein Proteolysis and peptidolysis 

(80, 
81) 

Ubiquitin conjugating 
enzyme E2A 120 

Ubiquitin proteasome 
system protein 

DNA repair; Regulation of cell 
cycle (82) 

Vimentin 56 Cytoskeletal protein Cell growth and/or maintenance (83) 

 

 

4.2 Human as-Cdk substrates visualized by autoradiographic labeling with N6-
(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate 

 

We constructed analog-sensitive versions of human Cdk1 and Cdk2 by mutation of the 

‘Gatekeeper’ residue, F80, to glycine(84).  These as-Cdks were cloned into the ’Bac-to-

Bac’ baculovirus expression system and expressed in SF9 cells. Human cyclins E, A, and 

B tagged with a 6xHis tag were expressed in this system as well, and the Cdk-cyclin 

complexes Cdk2-cyclin E, Cdk2-cyclin A, Cdk1-cyclin A, and Cdk1-Cyclin B were 

assembled by combining extracts from infected cells. Cdk complexes were activated by 

addition of SF9 extract containing expressed CAK (Cdk activating kinase) and purified 

by metal-affinity chromatography. 

 We compared kinetic parameters for the activity of wild-type Cdk2 with ATP 

versus the activity of the F80G mutant with ATP and with N6-(benzyl)ATP (this data was 

provided by Feng Yang as a personal communication). As indicated in Table 4.2, we 
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found that the F80G mutant suffers only a modest decrease in kcat. However, the KM for 

nucleotide increases substantially, resulting in a twenty fold decrease in kcat/KM. With N6-

(benzyl)ATP, the mutant kinase displays a nearly seven-fold decrease in kcat as compared 

to wild-type kinase with ATP, but also shows a decrease in KM that serves to offset the 

decreased catalytic constant, for an overall decrease in kcat/KM of about three fold. Thus, 

the mutant kinase displays a significant preference for N6-(benzyl)ATP over ATP, and 

comparable activity to the wild-type kinase with ATP. 

 

Table 4.2 Kinetic parameters for wild-type Cdk2 and the F80G mutant.  
 

 KM (μM) kcat (min.-1) kcat/KM 

(μM-1 * min.-1) 
Cdk2 / ATP 34 21 0.61 

Cdk2F80G / ATP 497 15 0.02 

Cdk2F80G / N6-(benzyl)ATP 14 3.3 0.23 

 

 

We also compared the background labeling observed on addition to cell extracts 

of γ-35S-labeled nucleotides (ATP and N6-(benzyl)ATP) versus γ-32P nucleotides (Figure 

4.1) in the absence of analog-sensitive kinase. We found that the doubly orthogonal N6-

(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S produced a much lower level of background labeling on prolonged 

incubation (30 minutes) than did N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-32P. Whereas the labeling seen with 

N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-32P was nearly comparable to that seen with ATPγ-32P,  labeling with 

N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S was negligible.  
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of background labeling with N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-32P and N6-
(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S. Proteins were labeled by incubation of the indicated radio-labeled 
nucleotide with HeLa extract for thirty minutes. The 32P and 35S lanes were run on 
separate gels.  Intervening lanes have been excised between the 35S lanes. 

 
 
We found that the as-Cdk-Cyclin complexes are capable of using N6-

(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate to label endogenous substrates in cell extracts with 

high specificity (Figure 4.2).  In the absence of analog-sensitized kinase, background 

labeling was very low, indicating minimal usage of the analog by endogenous enzymes. 

In contrast, on addition of as-Cdk-cyclin, a wide range of substrates were observed to be 

labeled. The various as-Cdk-cyclin complexes displayed distinct labeling patterns; 

labeling of many of the substrates appears to be restricted to individual Cdk-Cyclin 

complexes, or shared between pairs of complexes, indicating substrate specificity 
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contributions from the Cdk and the cyclin partner consistent with published observations 

(3). 

 

Figure 4.2 Cdk substrates in HeLa whole-cell extract. Extracts were radiolabeled by 
addition of purified recombinant as-Cdk-Cyclin complexes and N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S, 
resolved by SDS-PAGE, and visualized by autoradiography. The prominent bands at 48, 
52, and 55 kD represent autophosphorylation of the exogenous cyclins E, A and B, 
respectively. 

   

Higher resolution mapping using two-dimensional gel analysis revealed labeling 

of hundreds of proteins (Figures 4.3-4.6). The as-Cdk2-cyclin E complex was found to 

label the smallest set of proteins, while as-Cdk1-cyclin B labeled the largest set and as-

Cdk2-cyclin A appeared to label an intermediate number. Visual comparison of the three 
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gels indicated that by and large, the protein  set labeled by as-Cdk1-cyclin B was a 

superset of the proteins labeled by the other kinases.   
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Figure 4.3 as-Cdk2-Cyclin E substrates in HeLa extract visualized by 2D SDS-PAGE 
and autoradiography. The inset area was scaled to lower sensitivity in order to 
accommodate several intensely labeled spots. 
 

 
Figure 4.4 as-Cdk2-Cyclin A substrates in HeLa extract visualized by 2D SDS-PAGE 
and autoradiography. The inset area was scaled to lower sensitivity in order to 
accommodate numerous intensely labeled spots. 
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Figure 4.5 as-Cdk1-Cyclin B substrates in HeLa extract visualized by 2D SDS-PAGE 
and autoradiography. The inset area was scaled to lower sensitivity in order to 
accommodate numerous intensely labeled spots. 
 

 

Figure 4.6 Background labeling on addition of N6B-γ-35S to HeLa extract visualized by 
2D SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. The image intensity was scaled to the same level as 
the preceding gels. 
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To determine which Cdk substrates were abundant enough to be identified by 

traditional gel excision methods, the silver stained 2D gels were digitized and compared 

to the autoradiographic data by false color overlay (Figure 4.7). We found minimal 

correspondence between the radiolabeled and silver-stained species, indicating that the 

labeled isoforms were present at mostly sub-nanogram levels and thus were below the 

limits of detection of conventional protein identification methods.  While an alternate 

approach might be to try to excise the corresponding, more abundant unlabeled species, 

the differential migration of the labeled isoforms and the complexity of the set of labeled 

proteins made this impossible.  These results substantially highlighted the need for an 

affinity-based purification methodology for labeled substrates.  
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Figure 4.7 Radiolabeled as-Cdk1-cyclin B substrate isoforms overlaid on silver-stainable 
proteins. The autoradiographic image in Figure 4.6 is overlaid in green on a digital scan 
of the corresponding silver-stained gel. Very little correspondence is observed, indicating 
that the labeled isoforms are present below the nanomolar detection threshold of the 
silver stain. Additionally, the complexity of the labeling pattern makes it very difficult to 
associate labeled isoforms with their differently-migrating, unlabeled parent species. 
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4.3 Conclusions 

Human analog-sensitive Cdks are capable of using the doubly orthogonal ATP analog 

N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-S to efficiently label their substrates in cell extracts. Background 

labeling due to usage of the ATP analog by cellular enzymes is minimal. The as-Cdks 

phosphorylate a very large set of protein substrates in these reactions and appear to 

follow the trend observed in S. cerevisiae, wherein the substrate set size of the various 

Cdk-cyclin complexes increases as a function of their temporal position in the cell cycle. 

  

4.4 Materials and Methods 

 
Analog-sensitive kinase preparation 

Sf9 cells were infected with baculoviruses encoding human Cdk2F80G, Cdk1F80G, 

cyclin A, cyclin E, or cyclin B. Cdks were tagged at the carboxy terminus with a 

hemagglutinin epitope tag, and cyclins contained amino-terminal six-His tags. Cyclin E-

Cdk2F80G, cyclinA-Cdk2F80G, and cyclin B-Cdk1F80G complexes were assembled by 

mixing the appropriate Sf9 extracts. Activation of cyclin-Cdk complexes was 

accomplished by the addition of 1 mM ATP, 10 mM MgCl2, and a small amount of Sf9 

extract containing baculovirus-expressed human Cdk-activating kinase. Kinase 

complexes were purified by iminodiacetic acid (IDA)-Co2+ affinity chromatography 

and stored in 150 mM NaCl–20 mM HEPES [pH 7.4]–10% glycerol. 

 
Autoradiographic analysis of Cdk substrates 

For 1D analysis, 20 μg of total HeLa cell extract were labeled by the addition of 5 μCi of  

N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate, 1 mM magnesium chloride, and either buffer or 
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purified recombinant as-Cdk-cyclin complexes (200 ng). Reactions were allowed to 

proceed for thirty minutes, and then stopped by addition of EDTA and SDS-PAGE 

sample loading buffer. The samples were resolved by PAGE on 7.5%-15% gradient gels, 

dried, and evaluated by autoradiography using a Typhoon storage phosphor system (GE 

Healthcare).   For 2D analysis of as-Cdk1-Cyclin B substrates, the reaction was scaled 

ten-fold, and proteins were separated over an immobilized pH 3-10 gradient using an 

IPGphor system (Amersham Biosciences). The separated proteins were resolved by SDS-

PAGE on a 7.5%-15% gel, stained with silver and scanned using a flat bed scanner. 

Autoradiographic data were acquired and digitally overlaid on the silver stain image 

using Photoshop (Adobe). 
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Chapter 5: Identification of Cdk1-Cyclin B substrates in cell extracts 

and purified organelles 

 
 
5.1 Introduction 

 
We next turned to the identification of endogenous Cdk1-Cyclin B substrates in human 

cellular material.  This kinase-cyclin pair was chosen for these experiments because it 

displayed the largest substrate set in the radiolabeling experiments described in Chapter 

4. Our approach to substrate identification followed two principal strategies. In the first 

set of experiments, we pursued a largely unconstrained substrate identification strategy 

using partially fractionated whole cell extract. These experiments were intended to 

provide an unbiased survey of the broader spectrum of Cdk1 substrates.  Due to the high 

component complexity of the extracts however, it was anticipated that they would likely 

trade sensitivity for sample breadth.  In our second strategy, we targeted several 

subcellular structures known to possess activities that are regulated in a cell-cycle 

dependent or Cdk-dependent manner.  Targeting these structures would allow us to 

characterize their Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation with much greater sensitivity, and in 

a more defined functional context. 

 
5.2 Cdk substrate discovery strategy 

 
In planning our strategy for the identification of Cdk1 substrates in cell extracts, we 

needed to reconcile several important design constraints. We wanted to survey as wide a 

diversity of potential targets as possible. To this end, we chose to use extracts derived 

from whole cells rather than a nuclear extract. While the latter might be relatively 
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enriched for Cdk1 substrates, a large fraction of Cdk1 activity occurs after the mitotic 

breakdown of the nuclear envelope when this kinase has greatly increased access to the 

cytoplasm, and numerous known Cdk1 substrates (such as microtubule-associated 

proteins)  reside in the cytoplasm. We also chose to work with extracts derived from 

asynchronous cell cultures as opposed to cells arrested in mitosis. The motivation for this 

came from two principal considerations. The first was purely pragmatic; we expected to 

use large quantities of cell extract, on the scale of liters of culture volume, and preparing 

these amounts of arrested cells would be quite difficult. Secondly, we were concerned 

that cells arrested in the mitotic state would contain Cdk1 substrates that were already 

phosphorylated to high stoichiometry, thereby preventing them from being 

thiophosphorylated by as-Cdk1 and thus greatly diminishing the potential labeling signal 

we could achieve in these extracts. 

A second major consideration concerned whether to use raw whole cell extracts, 

or to first partially fractionate them. It is estimated that the concentration range of 

proteins spans seven to eight orders of magnitude in mammalian cells (1). This is 

significantly greater than the dynamic range of current mass spectrometers, which can 

resolve only three to four orders of magnitude of variation in analyte concentration (2-5).  

Further, without some degree of fractionation, low abundance proteins may be below the 

limits of detection of our method. Our model thiophosphopeptide experiments have 

shown a limit of detection of about 1 pmol in 10 mgs of extract. It is interesting to 

consider what limit this places on sensitivity in terms of protein copy number required for 

ID. HeLa cells contain approximately 400 picograms of protein per cell for actively 

growing cells (6). Thus, for a given quantity of extract we can calculate the number of 
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cells required at a given copy number to meet our sensitivity limit. The protein copy 

number per cell required to have the indicated number of moles in 10 mgs of extract is as 

shown in Table 5.1. 

 
Table 5.1 Estimated protein copy number required for the indicated number of moles in 
ten milligrams of cell extract. 
 
 

Target moles Copy Number Required 

1     pmol 150,000 

100 fmol 15,000 

10   fmol 1500 

1     fmol 150 

 
 

Thus, with our current instrumentation, and taking 10 mgs of protein as a rough practical 

limit for sample handling, our method is limited to proteins present at several tens of 

thousand of copies per cell, assuming we achieve high labeling stoichiometry in the 

kinase reaction. Thus, some significant fractionation or enrichment is necessary to target 

low abundance substrates. 

 Ideally, fractionation would occur after substrate labeling, so that the kinase 

would be allowed to find its substrates in the most complex protein mixture, which 

presumably would more closely approximate in vivo conditions. Fractionation would then 

occur at the level of intact labeled proteins and/or the tryptic peptides produced in the 

following step. However, on consideration of practical factors this approach becomes less 

appealing than the alternative, which is to pre-fractionate the extracts to some extent, then 

label with kinase, digest, and recover tagged peptides. With the former approach, if the 

initial labeling conditions prove unsatisfactory for some reason, all downstream steps are 
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compromised and very large amounts of reagent are wasted.  In contrast, fractionation 

before labeling allows us to store a library of extracts fractions in aliquots, more easily 

permitting subsequent experimental modification or scaling. 

We chose to fractionate asynchronous HeLa cell lysates into five fractions by 

precipitation with increasing concentrations of ammonium sulfate.  Ammonium sulfate 

precipitation was chosen because it leaves multi-protein complexes intact and the 

ammonium sulfate-protein co-precipitate can be stored dry for long periods of time (7). 

Ammonium sulfate was incrementally added to 25%, 40%, 50%, 60% and 75% of 

saturation addition, and precipitating proteins were collected at each step. Visualization 

by SDS-PAGE indicated substantial variation in protein complement across these 

fractions (Figure 5.1).  

 

Figure 5.1 Coomasie stained proteins present in whole cell extract and ammonium 
sulfate precipitation fractions, loaded in duplicate.  
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 We next appraised endogenous background labeling in these fractions on addition 

of N6B-γ-35S alone. N6B-γ-35S was added to reconstituted, dialyzed fractions and allowed 

to react for thirty minutes. Labeled proteins were visualized after SDS-PAGE by 

autoradiography (Figure 5.2). The total labeling intensity was very low, and the exposure 

was scaled such that most background bands present in whole cell extract were saturated. 

Interestingly, all of the extract fractions displayed only a few prominent bands.  

Moreover, the majority of bands present in the whole cell extract lanes are not present in 

the fractions, likely indicating that most of this labeling occurs in trans rather than 

resulting from autophosphorylation.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Autoradiographic background labeling of proteins in HeLa whole cell extract 
and ammonium sulfate fractions on addition of N6B-γ-35S. 
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5.3 Autoradiographic labeling of substrates in cell fractions 

We next investigated the distribution of Cdk substrates in the ammonium sulfate fractions 

by addition of recombinant Cdk complexes and N6B-γ-35S. Representative results are 

presented in Figure 5.3. As expected, background labeling in these fractions was 

extremely low. In contrast, the Cdk-cyclin complexes labeled an abundance of substrates. 

The labeling patterns observed indicated substantial but imperfect separation of substrates 

in the fractionation, such that many substrates were seemingly present in two or more 

adjacent fractions.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.3 Autoradiographic labeling of Cdk substrates in HeLa extract fractions on 
addition of N6B-γ-35S and the indicated Cdk-cyclin kinase. ‘A.S’ is ammonium sulfate. 
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5.4 Mass spectrometric analysis of SDS-PAGE separated substrates in cell extract 

fractions 

 
While our intention in generating the HeLa cell fractions was to use them with our novel 

substrate discovery technology, we also investigated the feasibility of substrate 

identification by excision and mass spectrometric analysis of SDS-PAGE gel slices. At 

the time of these experiments, the synthesis of non-radiolabeled N6B-γ-S was not 

complete and thus this reagent was not available. Therefore, the strategy we employed 

was to run two high-resolution gradient gels in parallel, one containing proteins labeled 

by as-Cdk and N6B-γ-35S and the other containing unlabeled protein. Autoradiographic 

visualization of the labeled gel was used to guide excision of narrow bands from the 

unlabeled gel. Proteins were digested in situ, and the resulting peptides were recovered 

and analyzed by MS/MS analysis. 

We targeted the ‘60% A.S’ and ‘75% A.S.’ fractions for this analysis as the 

higher ammonium sulfate fractions contained visibly less protein complexity. Figure 5.4 

shows the bands targeted for these experiments. Representative results are shown in 

Table 5.2. In most of the samples analyzed it was possible to identify several tens of 

proteins.  Many of the samples contained appropriate molecular weight proteins that are 

known Cdk substrates, such as nucleolin and dUTPase. In one case, sample 04, we 

recovered a peptide derived from HDGF (hepatoma-derived growth factor) 

phosphorylated on a serine residue (S165) within a Cdk consensus sequence. This site is 

known to be phosphorylated by Cdk1 and to be required for nuclear targeting of the 

protein, which is required for its pro-mitogenic signaling (8-10). Additionally, many of 

the samples contained strong candidate Cdk substrates as judged by the presence of Cdk 
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consensus phosphorylation sequences. However, given the complexity of the data, 

without direct recovery of modified phosphorylation sites it was impossible to assign any 

meaningful relationship between the Cdks and these candidate substrates.   

 

                      
 
Figure 5.4 Gel excision experiments. Autoradiographic data is superimposed in red on 
scanned Coomasie stained bands (green). Arrows indicate the location of bands excised 
in duplicate, unlabeled gels.  
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Table 5.2 Proteins identified in three excised gel bands. Proteins containing one or more 
full Cdk consensus phosphorylation sequences are shown in bold. Known substrates are 
shown in red. Proteins are listed in descending order of MASCOT identification scores. 
 

Sample Proteins Identified 

1 Endoplasmin precursor 
Elongation factor 2  
Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta  
Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha  
Nucleolin  
tRNA methyltransferase 4 homolog  
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4  
Puromycin-sensitive aminopeptidase  
Pyruvate kinase isozymes M1/M2  
Calnexin precursor  
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U  
Actin, cytoplasmic 1  
Nucleophosmin  
Alpha-enolase 
Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein  
L-lactate dehydrogenase B chain  
Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4L 
Glycogen phosphorylase, liver form  
L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain  
Elongation factor 1-alpha 1  
Histone H2A.Z 
Glycyl-tRNA synthetase  
Serum albumin precursor  
Lysosome-associated membrane glycoprotein 1 precursor  
Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A-1  
Protein DJ-1 - Homo sapiens (Human) 
ATP-binding cassette sub-family F member 1  
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1  
Nucleolar phosphoprotein p130  
Argininosuccinate synthase  
Threonyl-tRNA synthetase, cytoplasmic  
NMDA receptor-regulated protein 1 
Annexin A2  
Kynureninase 
DNA topoisomerase 1 
Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A  

2 Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha 
Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta 
Threonyl-tRNA synthetase, cytoplasmic 
Pyruvate kinase isozymes M1/M2 
Elongation factor 2 
Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein 
78 kDa glucose-regulated protein 
precursor 
Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A 
Radixin 
Transketolase 
Moesin 
Actin 
ATP-dependent DNA helicase 2 subunit 2 
L-lactate dehydrogenase B chain 
Ezrin 
Nucleophosmin 
Nucleolin 
Alpha-enolase 
Annexin A2 
L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain 
Endoplasmin precursor 
Kynureninase 
Thimet oligopeptidase  
Glycyl-tRNA synthetase - Homo sapiens (Human) 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1 
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Elongation factor 1-alpha 1  
Argininosuccinate synthase  
Calnexin precursor  
Nucleolar phosphoprotein p130 
Aconitate hydratase, mitochondrial precursor  
4F2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain  
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U 

3 Proteasome activator complex subunit 1   
14-3-3 protein sigma    
Proteasome activator complex subunit 2    
14-3-3 protein theta    
Heat shock protein HSP 90alpha    
Chloride intracellular channel protein  
Heat shock protein HSP 90beta    
14-3-3 protein zeta/delta    
Keratin, type I cuticular Ha 
14-3-3 protein gamma    
Carbonyl reductase [NADPH]  
Nucleophosmin    
14-3-3 protein beta/alpha    
Llactate dehydrogenase A chain    
Llactate dehydrogenase B chain    
Glutamatecysteine ligase regulatory subunit    
14-3-3 protein beta    
Tropomyosin alpha4 chain    
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1    
Smethyl5thioadenosine phosphorylase 
Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 
Peroxiredoxin6 
Calcyclinbinding protein 
Glutathione transferase omega1 
Cathepsin D precursor 
Sepiapterin reductase 
Keratin, type I cuticular Ha6 
Endoplasmic reticulum protein ERp29 precursor 
Elongation factor Ts, mitochondrial precursor 
Adenylate kinase isoenzyme 2, mitochondrial 
Calreticulin precursor 
Proline synthetase cotranscribed bacterial homolog 
protein 
Keratin, type II cytoskeletal 1 
Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 7 
Rho GDPdissociation inhibitor 1 
Elongation factor 1beta 
S-formylglutathione hydrolase 
Elongation factor 2 
60S ribosomal protein L19 
Proteasome subunit alpha type 4 
Histone H1x 
Proteasome subunit alpha type 5 
Densityregulated protein 
Malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial precursor 
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5.5  Cdk substrate discovery results overview 

We next pursued identification of Cdk substrates by specific recovery of 

thiophosphopeptides from labeled extract fractions. We chose to focus on the mitotic 

kinase complex Cdk1-Cyclin B as this complex displayed the broadest substrate set in 

autoradiographic labeling experiments and is believed to have the most diverse set of 

cellular roles, coordinating the many structural changes that occur in mitosis.  Extract 

fractions ranging in quantity from 0.1-1.0 mg of protein were labeled by addition of 

purified recombinant kinase to 1% by mass of total protein.  N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-

phosphorothioate was added to 1 mM.  After thirty minutes of labeling, the reactions 

were stopped by addition of EDTA and then digested to peptides using trypsin. 

Thiophosphopeptides were recovered using our purification methodology as described in 

Chapter 2 for recovery of a model thiophosphopeptide from cell extract digests. For most 

of the extract fractions, several analysis runs were performed.  Recovered peptides were 

analyzed by nano-scale LC-MS/MS using the Q Trap instrument.  The resulting data 

were analyzed using the software package MASCOT, and phosphopeptides identified in 

this manner were compiled into a relational database. 

In total, 72 proline-directed phosphorylation events were identified in 68 proteins 

(Table 5.2); we conclude that these are Cdk1-dependent phosphorylations. Additionally, 

we identified several peptides phosphorylated at sites not preceding a proline residue 

(Table 5.3), and several non-phosphorylated peptides mostly derived from high 

abundance proteins (Table 5.4).   
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Table 5.2: Identified peptides bearing proline-directed phosphorylations. The parent 
protein, phosphopeptide sequence, site location, and MASCOT confidence scores are 
indicated. Peptides containing methionine were observed as the sulfoxide or sulfone 
forms. 
 
 

Protein Name 
Site 

Position Peptide Sequence 

Identified in 
Fraction(s) 

Confidence 
Level 

(MASCOT) 
AAK1 AA2 Associated Kinase 1 389 K.AGQTQPNPGILPIQPALpTPR.K 25 0.00045 
ADE2PUR6 26 K.TKEVYELLDpSPGK.V 50 0.000064 
Amida 180 R.TPAPPEPGpSPAPGEGPSGR.K 25 0.048 
Antisense ERCC1 287 K.QEQINTEPLEDTVLpSPTK.K 50 0.00016 
APRIN 1370 R.AESPESSAIESTQSpTPQK.G 60 0.088 
Calcium-Regulated heat stable 
protein 1 23 E.PPPPPQPPTHQASVGLLDpTPR.S 

50 
0.0069 

Calnexin 583 E.EDEILNRpSPR.N 50 0.27 
Calnexin 583 K.AEEDEILNRpSPR.N 50 0.00029 
Cortactin 405 K.TQTPPVpSPAPQPTEER.L 25 0.0047 
Desmoyokin (AHNAK) 2833 K.ASLGSLEGEAEAEASpSPK.G 25, 50 0.000025 
Diaphanous-related formin 1 747 V.PAAPVLPFGLTPK.K 40 0.0072 
DNA Ligase 1 76 R.VLGSEGEEEDEALpSPAK.G 50 0.0000017 
DNA Topoisomerase II Alpha 1213 K.TQoMAEVLPpSPR.G 50 0.032 
DNA Topoisomerase II Alpha 1213 K.TQooMAEVLPpSPR.G 50 0.00057 

DNA Topoisomerase II Beta 1424 
K.ASPITNDGEDEFVPSDGLDKDEYT
FpSPGK.S 

50 
0.00097 

dUTP pyrophosphatase 99 K.AGGSPAPGPETPAIpSPSKR.A 50 0.019 
Dynamin-related protein 1 616 K.SKPIPIoMPApSPQK.K 25 0.0096 
EF hand domain family member 
D2 74 R.ADLNQGIGEPQpSPSR.R 

25 
0.0038 

EF hand domain family member 
D2 74 R.RADLNQGIGEPQpSPSRR.V 

25 
0.74 

ELAV-1 Protein (HuR) 202 K.NVALLSQLYHpSPA.R 25 0.0023 
ERp57 Protein Disulfide 
Isomerase 456 R.GFPTIYFpSPANK.K 

50, 60 
0.0000031 

ERp57 Protein Disulfide 
Isomerase 456 R.GFPTIYFpSPANKK.Q 

50,60 
0.0066 

GMP-synthase 318 
K.VINAAHSFYNGTTTLPISDEDRpTP
R.K 

50 
0.000016 

Grb10 Interacting Protein GYF2 30 R.ALSSGGSITSPPLpSPALPK.Y 25 0.0016 
GTPase activating protein and 
VPS9 domains 1 977 

R.ELPPAAAIGATSLVAAPHSSSSpSP
SK.D 

25 
0.0000042 

GTPase activating protein and 
VPS9 domains 1 977 

R.RPGNEERELPPAAAIGATSLVAAP
HSSSSpSPSK.D 

25 
0.00025 

Histone H1E 17 A.PAAPAAPAPAEKpTPVK.K 25 0.082 
Histone H1E 17 A.PAAPAAPAPAEKpTPVKK.K 25 0.019 
Histone H1E 17 -SETAPAAPAAPAPAEKTPVK.K 75 0.00064 
HMG I/Y 52 K.QPPEPSEVPpTPK.R 75 0.02 

HMG-CoA synthase, cytoplasmic 495 
R.RPTPNDDTLDEGVGLVHSNIATEH
IPpSPAK.K 

50 
0.000000081 

hnRNP-K 216 K.IILDLISESPIKGR.A 40 0.00061 
Insulin Receptor Substrate 2 391 R.PVSVAGSPLpSPGPVR.A 25 0.0027 
KI-67 761 K.EDLSGIAEMFKpTPVK.E 25 0.018 
Lamin A 392 R.LRLSPpSPTSQR.S 25 0.38 
Lamin A 22 R.SGAQASSTPLpSPTR.I 25 0.0005 
Lamin B 23 R.AGGPTTPLpSPTR.L 25 0.000053 
Lamina-associated Protein 2 
alpha 423 K.FQETEFLpSPPR.K 

40 
0.00013 

MAP7 209 R.LSSSSATLLNpSPDR.A 25 0.00000017 
NICE-4 454 K.SPAVATSTAAPPPPSpSPLPSK.T 25 0.0026 
NOLC1  607 K.LQpTPNTFPK.R 50, 60 0.00028 
NOLC1  607 K.LQpTPNpTFPK.R 50 0.0025 
NOLC1  607 K.IKLQpTPNpTFPK.R 50 0.00044 
NUCKS 181 R.LKATVTPpSPVK.G 75 0.0024 
Nuclear Interacting Partner of 
ALK (NIPA) 395 R.SoMGTGDTPGLEVPSpSPLR.K 

25 
0.0017 

Nuclear Interacting Partner of 
ALK (NIPA) 395 R.SoMGTGDTPGLEVPSpSPLRK.A 

25 
0.000035 
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Protein Name 
Site 

Position Peptide Sequence 

Identified in 
Fraction(s) 

Confidence 
Level 

(MASCOT) 
Nucleolin 83 K.ALVApTPGKK.G 75 0.000050 
Nucleophosmin 237 K.TPKpTPKGPSSVEDIK.A 75 0.00014 

Nucleophosmin 70 
K.DELHIVEAEAooMNYEGpSPIKVT
LATLK.M 

50 
0.000065 

Nucleophosmin 70 
R.TVSLGAGAKDELHIVEAEAoMNY
EGpSPIK.V 

50 
0.003 

Nucleophosmin 70 
R.TVSLGAGAKDELHIVEAEAooMN
YEGpSPIK.V 

50 
0.000011 

Nucleosomal Binding Protein 1 
(NSBP1) 31 R.LSAoMLVPVpTPEVKPK.R 

75 
0.0018 

Nucleosomal Binding Protein 1 
(NSBP1) 31 R.LSAooMLVPVpTPEVKPK.R 

75 
0.0002 

NuMA 2055 R.QSoMAFSILNpTPKK.L 25 0.0046 

Nup358 2251 
R.EDALDDSVSSSSVHASPLASpSPV
RK.N 

25 
0.00053 

Opioid Growth Factor Receptor 378 R.SQGDEAGGHGEDRPEPLpSPK.E 50 0.0024 
Orc6 195 K.IGQQVDREPGDVApTPPR.K 50 0.0039 
Orc6 195 K.IGQQVDREPGDVApTPPRK.R  0.0054 
Palladin 641 K.SLPTPAVLLpSPTKEPPPLLAKPK.L 25 0.0044 

Palladin-Related KIAA0992 155 
K.pyrQFIAAQNLGPASGHGTPASSPS
SSSLPSPoMpSPTPR.Q 

25 
0.0024 

Palladin-Related KIAA0992 155 
K.QFIAAQNLGPASGHGTPASSPSSS
SLPSPoM(p)SPTPR.Q 

25 
0.00025 

PI4K Beta 266 L.PSLSPAPDTGLpSPSKR.T 25 0.00016 
PKL2, Protein Kinase C-Like 2, 
PKN2 535 

R.AIPTVNHSGTFpSPQAPVPTTVPV
VDVR.I 

40 
0.000053 

PP1 regulatory subunit 12A 409 
K.TKPLASVTNANTSSTQAAPVAVT
TPTVSSGQATPT(p)SPIKK.F 

25 
0.0058 

PP1-alpha 320 K.YGQFSGLNPGGRPIpTPPR.N 25, 50 0.000024 

PYM Protein 72 
K.SKPELPPGLSPEATAPV(p)TPSRPE
GGEPGLSK.T 

50 
0.0012 

Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 
fam. mem. 2 304 K.LESPTVSTLTPSpSPGK.L 

25 
0.000036 

Ribonucleotide Reductase M2 20 V.PLAPITDPQQLQLpSPLK.G 25 0.0025 
Ribonucleotide Reductase M2 20 R.VPLAPITDPQQLQLpSPLK.G 25, 40 0.00049 
Ribonucleotide Reductase M2 20 P.LAPITDPQQLQLpSPLK.G 25 0.034 
RNA Polymerase II largest 
subunit 1934 K.YSPTSPTYSPTpSPK.K 

25 
0.035 

SAM domain-and HD domain-
containing protein 1 592 R.NFTKPQDGDVIAPLIpTPQKK.E 

50 
0.024 

Signal Sequence Receptor Alpha 268 W.IPQETLNQINKApSPR.R 25 0.0004 
SRRM2 866 R.QGSITSPQANEQSVpTPQRR.S 50 0.0055 

SRRM2 1413 
K.AGoMSSNdQSISSPVLDAVPRpTPS
R.E 

25 
0.000064 

Stathmin 37 K.ESVPEFPLpSPPK.K 25, 40, 50, 60, 75 0.0000069 
Stathmin 23 R.ASGQAFELILpSPR.S 40, 50, 60, 75 0.000000041 
Stathmin 37 R.SKESVPEFPLpSPPK.K 25, 40, 50, 60, 75 0.000009 
SUPT5H Suppresor of Ty 5 
Homolog 666 R.DVTNFTVGGFAPoMpSPR.I 

25 
0.0015 

TPX2 738 K.SSDQPLTVPVpSPK.F 25 0.0081 
Treacle 156 K.TVANLLSGKpSPR.K 50, 60 0.000021 
Treacle 906 R.SPAGPAATPAQAQAASpTPR.K 50 0.0013 
Treacle 506 K.SLGNILQAKPTSpSPAKGPPQK.A 50 0.00086 
Tripeptidyl Aminopeptidase 
TPP1 201 G.LHLGVpTPSVIR.K 

60 
0.0058 

U2AF65 (U2AF2) 79 K.EEHGGLIRpSPR.H 25 0.062 
U2AF65 (U2AF2) 79 R.GAKEEHGGLIRSPR.H  0.0000029 

Ubp14 Ubiqutin Thiolesterase 234 
K.LEAIEDDSVKETDSSSASAApTPS
KK.K 

60 
0.0015 

Ubp14 Ubiqutin Thiolesterase 234 
K.LEAIEDDSVKETDSSSASAApTPS
K.K 

60 
0.028 

Uracil-DNA glycosylase 60 
K.KAPAGQEEPGTPPSpSPLSAEQLD
R.I 

50 
0.0000086 

Zinc Finger CCCH-type 
containing 11A 321 K.KVEAPETNIDKpTPK.K 

25 
0.00068 

Zinc Finger Protein 261 826 R.SAPTAPTPPPPPPPApTPR.K 25 0.0069 
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Table 5.2 continued 

Table 5.3: Identified peptides bearing non-proline-directed phosphorylations. The parent 
protein, phosphopeptide sequence, and MASCOT confidence scores are indicated. 
Peptides containing methionine were observed as the sulfoxide or sulfone forms. 
 

Protein Name Peptide Sequence 
Identified in 
Fraction 

Confidence Level 
(MASCOT) 

NDPK R.NIIHGpSDSVESAEK.E 75 0.00012 
NDPK R.VMLGEpTNPADSKPGTIR.G 75 0.0059 
N-acetylglucosamine kinase R.SLGLSLpSGGDQEDAGR.I 25 0.00063 
L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain K.GYpTpTWAIGLSVADLAESIMK.N 75 0.0038 
UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase R.VLDGLHNELQTIGFQIEpTIGKK.V 50 0.005 

 

Table 5.4: Identified non-phosphopeptides. The parent protein, peptide sequence, and 
MASCOT confidence scores are indicated. Peptides containing methionine were 
observed as the sulfoxide or sulfone forms. 
 

Protein Name Peptide Sequence 

Identified in 
Fraction 

Confidence 
Level 

(MASCOT) 
Actin alpha K.SYELPDGQVITIGNER.F 50, 60, 75 0.0023 
GAPDH K.LVINGNPITIFQER.D  75 5.9e-006 
GAPDH K.LISWYDNEFGYSNR.V 75 0.0065 
Alpha enolase R.HIADLAGNSEVILPVPAFNVINGGSHAGNK.L 75 1.4e-005 
Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 K.HLEGLSEEAIMELNLPTGIPIVYELDK.N 75 2.9e-005 
Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 K.VNEMIIGGGMAFTFLK.V 75 0.0017 
Triosephosphate isomerase R.HVFGESDELIGQK.V 75 0.046 
Elongation factor 2 K.DGAGFLINLIDSPGHVDFSSEVTAALR.V 75 0.001 
NDPK R.TFIAIKPDGVQR.G 75 0.0016 
NDPK R.NIIHGSDSVESAEK.E 75 0.0021 
HSP 90 alpha K.HSQFIGYPITLFVEK.E 75 2.2e-006 
HSP 90 beta K.HLEINPDHPIVETLR.Q 75 0.0059 
14-3-3 protein zeta/delta K.SVTEQGAELSNEER.N 75 8e-007 
14-3-3 protein zeta/delta K.TAFDEAIAELDTLSEESYK.D 75 5.6e006 
Annexin A1 K.TPAQFDADELR.A  75 2.8e-005 
Annexin A1 R.SEDFGVNEDLADSDAR.A 75 1.7e-007 
Protein Disulfide Isomerase 3A -.SDVLELTDDNFESR.V 50, 60, 75 5.6e-007 
Calgizzarin K.TEFLSFMNTELAAFTK.N 75 5.4e-006 
GRP 78 K.TFAPEEISAMVLTK.M  75 0.00018 
Phosphatase 2A inhibitor I2PP2A R.IDFYFDENPYFENK.V 75 0.019 
Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B K.TVDNFVALATGEK.G 75 3.9e-005 
Endoplasmin precursor R.TDDEVVQREEEAIQLDGLNASQIR.E 75 3.8e-005 
Proliferation-associated protein 2G4 K.TIIQNPTDQQK.K 75 0.0015 
Ran binding protein 1 K.TLEEDEEELFK.M 60, 50 0.00085 

 

 

5.6 Analysis of non-proline-directed phosphopeptides recovered from cell extracts  

All four proteins observed to be phosphorylated at non-Cdk sites are either cellular 

kinases and/or highly abundant metabolic proteins. Thus it seems likely that we 
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recovered phosphopeptides from these species either as background due their high 

abundance, or due to their thiophosphorylation either in cis or in trans.  It is interesting to 

note that we recovered two phosphopeptides from NDPK; this enzyme is known to 

accept our ATP analogs, and indeed we use the yeast form in the synthetic production of 

radiolabeled ATP analog species. These peptides were recovered from the ‘75% A.S.’ 

fraction, in which the major background bands were of the appropriate weight to be 

NDPK.  Examination of the residues phosphorylated in NDPK (T94, S120) reveals that 

they are both located within the active site, proximal to the site of histidine 

autophosphorylation and to the nucleotide polyphosphate chain. Thus we conclude it 

highly likely that endogenous NDPK can bind our ATP analog, and autophosphorylate on 

residues in addition to the catalytic histidine.  

 

 

Figure 5.5 Recovered phosphorylation sites in the NDPK active site. Serine and 
threonine residue proximal to the autophosphorylated histidine and to the nucleotide 
polyphosphate chain respectively are shown. From 1NDP (11). 
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 Examination of a solved structure of human lactate dehydrogenase bound to 

NADH (12) suggests that a similar phenomenon is occurring in this enzyme. The 

phosphorylation sites recovered are proximal to the NADH diphosphate, or immediately 

adjacent to the likely location of the gamma phosphate if this enzyme were to bind to 

ATP (threonines 248 and 249). This peptides was recovered from the ‘75% A.S.’ 

fraction, which contains a minor background bands of the appropriate weight. Thus, we 

conclude it likely that this enzyme can bind our ATP analog and autophosphorylate at the 

observed residues. 

  

 

 

Figure 5.6 Recovered phosphorylation sites in the lactate dehydrogenase active site. Two 
threonine residues (one is a serine in the structure) proximal to the NADH diphosphate 
group were observed to be labeled. From 1I10 (12). 
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5.7 Analysis of Cdk substrates recovered from extract fractions  

The identified proline-directed phosphopeptides are derived from proteins (which we 

presume to be Cdk substrates) that are involved in a wide range of cellular functions, 

from cell cycle control to receptor signal transduction (Figure 5.7).  Importantly, many of 

the proteins we identified are known Cdk substrates with well defined biological roles for 

their phosphorylation, confirming that our methodology can rapidly uncover 

physiologically representative kinase substrates.  Examples of proteins in this class 

include Protein Phosphatase 1a (13), DNA ligase I (14),  RNA polymerase II (15), 

Lamins A/C (16) and B (17), Stathmin (18), and multiple nucleolar components.  In 

Protein Phosphatase 1a, which antagonizes mitotic Cdk1 activity by dephosphorylating 

its substrates, the site we found (T320) is known to be phosphorylated by Cdk1-Cyclin B 

in mitosis, resulting in inhibition of phosphatase activity and thus promotion of the 

mitotic state (13). In Lamin A/C we detected phosphorylation of serine 22 and serine 392, 

sites required for nuclear envelope disassembly in mitosis (16, 19).  Analysis of the 

biological functions of the novel substrates revealed that many are associated with 

processes or structures known to be regulated by Cdks.  For example, we recovered the 

known Cdk substrates nucleophosmin and nucleolin, nucleolar components involved in 

production of ribosomes.  We also found three sites in the novel substrate Treacher 

Collins syndrome protein (Treacle), a nucleolar protein involved in ribosomal DNA gene 

transcription (20).  Similarly, we uncovered four proteins involved in nucleotide 

biosynthesis; two are known Cdk substrates and two are novel. These results indicate that 

our discovery method is capable of rapidly identifying biologically relevant connections 

between the target kinase and specific phosphorylation sites in its substrates. 
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Figure 5.7 Cdk1-Cyclin B phosphorylation sites identified in our experiments with 
partially fractionated HeLa cell extracts, grouped on the basis of protein function.  As 
many of the proteins are involved in multiple processes, some generalizations were 
necessary. Sites determined to be phosphorylated in vivo in phosphoproteomics studies 
are shown in red. Sites falling within an optimal Cdk consensus sequence are shown in 
bold; minimal proline-directed sites are shown in plain text. Sites annotated in the 
Phospho.ELM database as known Cdk1 sites are indicated with an asterisk.  
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Further evidence for the relevance of these phosphorylation sites comes from the 

observation that many are phosphorylated in vivo. Thousands of in vivo phosphorylation 

sites have been mapped in proteins derived from human cell cultures using shotgun-style 

phosphoproteomic approaches.  We compared our results to several large datasets (21-

23). Interestingly, at least 36 of our sites, or 50%, are known to be phosphorylated in vivo 

in HeLa cells (Figure 5.7). At least four additional sites are known to be phosphorylated 

in their mouse homologs (24). Our results therefore provide an important link between 

these sites and a specific kinase, and strongly suggest that our method is capable of 

uncovering relevant in vivo connections between a kinase and its substrates. 

Peptide phosphorylation experiments have shown that an optimal Cdk 

phosphorylation consensus sequence consists of a target serine or threonine followed by a 

proline, with an arginine or lysine residue in the +3 position ([ST]Px[KR]) (25, 26).  

Examining the sites recovered in our experiments, we found that 68% of the 

phosphorylation sites we identified (49 of 72) occurred in full consensus sequences, 

while the remaining 32% fell within suboptimal sites containing only the minimal 

necessary proline feature. Considering only those sites ‘known in vivo’, we found 

approximately the same distribution, with 39% of sites (16 of 41) matching only the 

minimal proline-directed consensus. The abundance of suboptimal sites highlights the 

challenge inherent is assigning kinase-substrate pairings based on phosphoproteomic data 

alone; none of these sites could be inferred to be Cdk1 sites based solely on sequence 

analysis. Given the large number of proline-directed kinases, it is tempting to speculate 

that degenerate sites may be substrates for multiple kinases, perhaps serving as signal 

integrators. Indeed, even optimal consensus sites may serve such a function. For example, 
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we found an optimal site in hnRNP-K (serine 216) that was previously determined to be 

phosphorylated by JNK (27).  Phosphorylation of this site along with S353 was found to 

increase the transcriptional activity of hnRNPk from AP1-bearing promoters.  We 

speculate that Cdk1-Cyclin B activity may similarly regulate this protein. 

 

5.8 Phosphorylation sites lying within or adjacent to protein functional domains 

Because our kinase substrate identification method reveals specific phosphorylation sites 

in the recovered substrates, we can take advantage of existing sequence annotation data to 

infer possible mechanistic roles for these sites. In addition, such data may provide insight 

into the different mechanisms by which a single kinase may regulate target function. 

With these ideas in mind, we evaluated our Cdk1-Cyclin B phosphorylation sites for 

proximity to known functional domains in their host proteins. We also examined 

published phosphorylation site data to evaluate the broader context of phosphorylation in 

these substrates.  

We found many examples where phosphorylation site location may inform 

function, and several are presented in Figure 4.  In three of these proteins, residues 

comprising the Cdk consensus motif itself contribute to function of the adjacent domain. 

In the mRNA-binding protein HuR, the arginine residue in the Cdk consensus is reported 

to be a necessary feature of the HNS nuclear shuttling domain (28). Similarly, in NIPA 

(Nuclear Interacting Partner of ALK) the Cdk consensus arginine is part of a functional 

nuclear localization sequence (29).  Thus we speculate that phosphorylation by Cdk1- 

Cyclin B may regulate the nuclear-cytoplasmic distribution of these proteins.  We also 

found that the transcription factor APRIN contains an AT Hook DNA-binding domain 
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overlapping with a Cdk1-Cyclin B phosphorylation site. This pattern is also present twice 

in the previously known Cdk substrate HMG I/Y. Cdk phosphorylation of these sites in 

HMG I/Y is known to modulate DNA binding.  We suggest that phosphorylation by 

Cdk1-Cyclin B may regulate APRIN binding to DNA in direct analogy to HMG I/Y. 

Examining protein phosphorylation context, we found numerous examples in 

which our uncovered sites fell within a cluster of adjacent sites. Interestingly, these 

clusters were also often found to lie adjacent to functional domains. For example, the site 

in hnRNPk (S216) lies adjacent to four tyrosine residues that can be phosphorylated by 

Src (30). Phosphorylation cluster domains are increasingly understood to be important 

regulators of protein function ((31) and reviewed in (32)) acting through bulk 

electrostatic effects to influence protein conformation or target binding.  Thus, Cdk1-

Cyclin B may act cooperatively with other kinases to regulate these substrates.  It is 

tempting to speculate that these domains may comprise signal integrators sensing the 

activity of multiple kinases and computing an output behavior. 
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Figure 5.8 Examples of uncovered phosphorylation sites lying within clusters and 
adjacent to or within functional domains. Phosphorylated residues are indicated with red 
ovals and the Cdk1-Cyclin B sites identified in this work are indicated with arrows. The 
four residues comprising the Cdk phosphorylation consensus are underlined. Where 
possible, kinases known to phosphorylate adjacent sites are indicated (27, 30, 33-35).  
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5.9 In vitro validation of several novel substrates as competent Cdk substrates 

To further confirm that our methodology targets normal Cdk1 substrates and does not 

alter the kinase’s substrate phosphorylation preferences, we examined the ability of four 

of the identified substrates to act as substrates for wild-type kinase and natural ATP.  

These proteins were produced in bacteria, purified and phosphorylated with Cdk1-Cyclin 

B and ATP. After digestion with trypsin, phosphopeptides were enriched using 

immobilized iron affinity chromatography and analyzed by LC-MS/MS.  In every case, 

we observed phosphorylation of the same site seen in our original substrate discovery 

experiments, including one site matching only a minimal Cdk consensus (Table 5.5 and 

Figures 5.9-12). These results indicate that the that the novel substrates are in fact 

competent substrates for Cdk1-Cyclin B, and that the engineered kinase/nucleotide pair 

as-Cdk1/ N6B-γ-S displays the same substrate phosphorylation site preferences as wild-

type Cdk1/ATP. 
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Table 5.5 Cdk1-cyclin B phosphorylation sites mapped in four purified recombinant 

substrates. Wild-type Cdk1-cyclin B was found to phosphorylate the same sites 

uncovered in our screen, and several additional sites in the protein Tpx2. 

 
 

 Site recovered 
from extracts 

Site(s) mapped in 
purified protein 

Site sequence 

Drp1/Dnml1 S616 S616 SPQK 

HuR S202 S202 SPAR 

hnRNP-k S216 S216 SPIK 

TPX2 S738 S738 
T59 
T72 
T338 
S486 

SPKF 
TPLR 
TPLK 
TPNR 
SPAF 
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Figure 5.9 Validation of Cdk1-Cyclin B phosphorylation site S616 in Drp1. Tandem 
mass spectra are shown for the extract-recovered tagged peptide (top) and the 
corresponding phosphopeptide obtained from a tryptic digest of purified Drp1 after 
phosphorylation with Cdk1-Cyclin B (bottom). 
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Figure 5.10 Validation of Cdk1-Cyclin B phosphorylation site S202 in HuR. Tandem 
mass spectra are shown for the extract-recovered tagged peptide (top) and the 
corresponding phosphopeptide obtained from a tryptic digest of purified HuR after 
phosphorylation with Cdk1-Cyclin B (bottom). The extract-derived peptide contains a c-
terminal non-tryptic cleavage. 
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Figure 5.11 Validation of Cdk1-Cyclin B phosphorylation site S216 in hnRNPk. Tandem 
mass spectra are shown for the extract-recovered tagged peptide (top) and the 
corresponding phosphopeptide obtained from a tryptic digest of purified hnRNPk after 
phosphorylation with Cdk1-Cyclin B (bottom). 
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Figure 5.12 Validation of Cdk1-Cyclin B phosphorylation site S738 in Tpx2. Tandem 
mass spectra are shown for the extract-recovered tagged peptide (top) and the 
corresponding phosphopeptide obtained from a tryptic digest of purified Tpx2 after 
phosphorylation with Cdk1-Cyclin B (bottom). 
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5.10 Identification of Cdk1-Cyclin B substrates in purified nuclear envelope.  

We next sought to evaluate the utility of our method for the discovery of kinase 

substrates in purified subcellular compartments. This approach serves to greatly enrich a 

subset of the proteome while preserving the structural context of the enriched proteins. 

We chose to focus on the nuclear envelope.  Mitotic disassembly of the nuclear lamina 

and of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) are known to be imposed in large part by Cdk 

activity (36, 37).   

Rat liver nuclei were prepared as previously described (38) and nuclear envelope 

was prepared by DNAase / RNAase digestion followed by heparin treatment as 

previously described (39). This material contains the nuclear membrane, transmembrane 

and tightly associated proteins, and the NPC.  Purified recombinant as-Cdk1-Cyclin B 

and N6B-γ-S were added to the nuclear envelope preparation. Three experiments were 

performed and recovered phosphopeptides were analyzed by LC-MS/MS.   

We recovered twenty phosphorylation sites on eleven proteins (Figure 5.13). 

Confirming identifications in the larger screen, we identified the known Cdk1 

phosphorylation sites in the nuclear lamina constituents Lamin A/C and B.  We also 

identified sites on three transmembrane proteins that associate directly with the lamin 

network: Lap1, Lap2B, and MAN1. Lap1 and Lap2 are believed to be involved in 

assembly of the nuclear lamina, and mitotic phosphorylation of Lap2B is known to 

abrogate binding to Lamin B and to chromosomes; reviewed in (37).  We also identified 

phosphorylation sites within constituents of the NPC (Nup53, Nup133, and Nup358) and 

in the nucleoplasmic domains of the three transmembrane proteins (gp210, POM121, and 

NDC1) that assemble and/or anchoring the NPC into the invaginated nuclear membrane 
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(40). Nup53 is known to tightly associate with the nuclear envelope and Lamin B, and 

may bind to the NPC assembly protein NDC1 (40, 41) It is also the vertebrate ortholog of 

yeast Nup53p, a known Cdk1/Cdc28 target (42 ). These results indicate that we were able 

to recapitulate discovery of known Cdk1 targets in the nuclear envelope, and to discover 

novel targets known to be regulated by mitotic phosphorylation. 

 

 

Figure 5.13 A schematic depiction of the nuclear envelope and embedded nuclear pore 
complex, indicating the phosphorylation sites recovered in our experiments.  Proteins and 
their domains are not depicted to scale. The indicated positions of the phosphorylation 
sites (red circles) are approximate. 
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5.11 Advantages and limitations of the method 

While our substrate discovery technology allowed us to uncover numerous known 

Cdk1 substrates and novel candidates in our initial screen, it also missed a number of 

known substrates, particularly low abundance proteins such as transcription factors.  

Since our model thiophosphopeptide experiments indicate that our purification process 

can recover a target peptide from a 500,000 fold excess of background, we believe these 

false negatives result primarily from the broad dynamic range of cellular proteins, as well 

as difficulty in achieving high stoichiometry phosphorylation in cell extracts. The 

comprehensive identification of substrates is therefore likely to require measures such as 

an increase in experimental scale, further fractionation of extracts, or increased focus on 

purified subcellular compartments.  

Tagged peptides with cysteine residues are not recoverable with our method. To 

asses the resulting loss of coverage, we conducted in silico digests of the human 

proteome, and asked what fraction of the resulting peptides contained cysteine. For 

relevance to mass spectrometric analysis, we considered only those peptides between 7 

and 25 residues in length. For trypsin, 24.5% of the peptides contained cysteine (Table 

5.6). In practice this loss could be largely mitigated by conducting parallel digests with 

two or more proteases.    

Hydrolysis of the thiophosphate linkages to the beads converts these peptides to 

ordinary phosphopeptides. While our enrichment technique is extremely specific for 

tagged peptides, it would be ideal to have a unique identifier that remains covalently 

attached to the phosphopeptide beyond this step. One way of accomplishing this is to 

conduct the hydrolytic release of the captured tagged peptides in 18O-labeled water 
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(Figure 5.14), which results in the liberated phosphopeptide bearing an isotopically 

labeled phosphate. Alternatively, a nucleotide analog bearing one or two isotopically 

labeled oxygen atoms in the transferred thiophosphate could be used (Figure 5.15). 

The capture-and-release kinase substrate identification method provides a means 

of rapidly determining connections between an individual kinase and candidate 

substrates, at amino acid level resolution. Critically, candidates can be identified in 

extremely complex protein mixtures that preserve important features of biological 

context. The method provides a potentially powerful new strategy for deciphering the 

connections between individual protein kinases and their substrates in signaling 

networks, and provides a complementary approach to large-scale phosphoproteomic 

studies. 

 

Table 5.6 The percentage of theoretical peptides resulting from digestion of the human 
proteome that contain cysteine, for several common proteases. The analysis considers 
only peptides of 7-25 residues in length, which are generally suitable for MS/MS 
analysis. The data were produced using a slightly modified version of the open source 
script ‘Proteogest’ (43). 
 
 

Enzyme Length: 7-25 residues 
Trypsin 24.47 
Asp-N 26.64 
Chymotrypsin 23.607 
Lys-C 23.73 
Arg-C 25.13 
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Figure 5.14 An approach to preserving phosphorylation site distinction. In this approach, 
the oxidation-promoted hydrolysis is conducted in the presence of 18O-labeled water (A). 
This results in incorporation of an 18O atom in the liberated phosphopeptide. Purification 
of a thiophosphopeptide using 50% 18O-labeled water in the hydrolysis step (B). The 
tandem mass spectrum for fragmentation of the recovered peptide is shown. The doubly 
charged precursor ion at 1054.2 shows an isotopic distribution indicative of 18O 
incorporation (red trace at bottom left) as compared to the analogous peptide recovered 
using natural water (blue trace at bottom left). Analysis of the Y-ion fragmentation series 
(bottom right) shows that Y3, corresponding to the fragment PTK, displays a natural 
isotopic distribution, whereas Y4, corresponding to phospho-SPTK, displays isotopic 
heterogeneity with a secondary peak at +2 m/z visible.  
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Figure 5.15  An isotopically labeled thiophosphate tag. Proteins are labeled with a 
thiophosphate tag also containing two atoms of the stable isotope 18O. Application of our 
thiophosphopeptide purification method then yields peptides containing an isotopically-
tagged phosphate group at the site of phosphorylation. This site can thus be distinguished 
from any potential additional, endogenous, phosphorylation site in the peptide. 
 
 
5.12 Time-lapse microscopic analysis of HuR phosphorylation site mutants 

 
The novel Cdk substrate HuR is an RNA-binding protein that regulates the expression of 

numerous genes involved in cell cycle control (including Cyclins A, B1 and D1, p53, p21 

and p27 among many others) by modulating the stability or translational rate of their 

mRNA transcripts(44-50) . In proliferating cells, HuR is a predominantly nuclear protein, 

but has a distinct cytoplasmic population that increases over the course of the cell 

cycle(51). Heterokaryon assays have shown that the cytoplasmic population is not static, 

but rather HuR shuttles continuously between the nucleus and the cytoplasm(28). Nuclear 

shuttling depends on the ‘HNS’ or HuR Nuclear Shuttling domain, which lies between 

RNA recognition motif 1 (RRM1) and RRM2 (Figure 5.16). The Cdk site we uncovered 

in these studies lies immediately N-terminal to the start of the HNS domain, and in fact 

the arginine residue in the Cdk consensus appears to be a necessary feature required for 

HNS function. 

 Given the role of HuR in controlling the expression of numerous cell-cycle 

regulating genes, and the observation that its cytoplasmic presence increases essentially 
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in parallel with rising Cdk activity over the cell cycle, we were interested in investigating 

whether Cdk1 phosphorylation of HuR S202 influences nuclear shuttling and chose to 

pursue this by microscopic analysis of HuR localization over the cell cycle. We created 

GFP-fusion expression constructs based on wild-type HuR and on phosphorylation site 

mutants. Constructs bearing the point mutations S202A, S202D and S202E were created 

to generate a non-phosphorylatable form and two potential constitutive phosphorylation 

mimics.  

The fusion constructs were expressed in HeLa cell cultures by transient 

transfection, and we attempted to monitor the subcellular localization of HuR by time-

lapse microscopy in live cells.  In wild-type cells, we observed an overwhelmingly 

nuclear distribution of the protein (Figure 5.17). In fact, it was not possible to reliably 

observe the cytoplasmic population within the constraints imposed by time-lapse 

microscopy. The weak cytoplasmic signal required either intense illumination or long 

acquisition times (>20 seconds), both of which were found to result in rapid bleaching of 

the GFP as well as frequent triggering of apoptosis. Comparison of the point mutants 

with the wild-type construct showed no obvious differences in behavior as the point 

mutants were found to be predominantly nuclear. Given the difficulty in obtaining the 

time-lapse data, we decided that a biochemical approach such as immunoblotting of 

synchronized cell cultures would be a more fruitful line of pursuit. We engaged our 

collaborator Myriam Gorospe to perform these investigations, and the resulting 

manuscript was in preparation at the time of this writing.  
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Figure 5.16 The domain structure of GFP-HuR. The Cdk site S202 is highlighted in red. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 5.17 The predominantly nuclear localization of WT GFP-HuR. 
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5.13 Materials and Methods 

 
 
Preparation of HeLa cell total cell extract  

Pelleted aynchronous HeLa cells derived from 30 L of culture were purchased from the 

National Cell Culture Center and resuspended in 500 ml of hypotonic lysis buffer (20 

mM HEPES pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.1% NP-40, plus protease inhibitors) 

and lysed by hand douncing.  Nuclei and membranous fractions were pelleted by 

centrifugation at 20,000 G for thirty minutes , and resuspended in lysis buffer containing 

500 mM KCl. After centrifugation at 20,000 G for thirty minutes, the supernatant was 

added to the initial lysate.  The combined material was aliquoted and flash frozen with 

nitrogen for storage at -80°C. 

 

Autoradiographic analysis of Cdk substrates 

HeLa cell extracts and extract fractions were labeled by the addition of 5 μCi of  N6-

(benzyl)ATP-γ-35S-phosphorothioate, 1 mM magnesium chloride, and either buffer or 

purified recombinant as-Cdk-cyclin complexes to 1% by mass. Reactions were allowed to 

proceed for thirty minutes, and then stopped by addition of 20 mM EDTA and SDS-

PAGE sample loading buffer. The samples were resolved by PAGE on 7.5%-15% 

gradient gels, dried, and evaluated by autoradiography using a Typhoon storage phosphor 

system (GE Healthcare).    

 
Preparation of Nuclear Envelope   
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Rat liver nuclei were prepared as previously described (38) and stored at -80C in 100-U 

(3 x 108 nuclei) aliquots. Nuclear Envelope was prepared as previously described (39) 

with some additional steps. The heparin treated  pelleted nuclei were re-suspended in 

buffer D (10% sucrose, 20 mM triethanolamine, pH 7.5) and centrifuged at 3500 g for 10 

minutes,  followed by two repeat washes in buffer D to fully remove excess heparin. 

After the final wash, the heparin pellet was re-suspended in buffer D + 3% Triton, 

0.075% SDS, then underlayed with buffer D containing 30% sucrose and centrifuged at 

3500 g for 10min. The resulting pellet containing both the nuclear pore complexes 

(nucleoporins) and lamina was then re-suspended in buffer D + 0.3 % Empigen   BB for a 

final concentration of 100 U/ml-1 for 10 min on ice. The insoluble lamina was 

centrifuged at 16000g for 15 min, the resulting supernatant containing soluble 

nucleoporins was TCA-precipitated.   

 

Purification of Cdk1-cyclin B substrate-derived phosphopeptides from HeLa cell extracts  

HeLa cell lysate representing the majority of the purchased cell pellet was  separated into 

five fractions by precipitation with increasing concentrations of ammonium sulfate. 

Ammonium sulfate precipitation was chosen because it is known to leave multi-protein 

complexes intact, and is convenient to employ with relatively large amounts of material. 

Ammonium sulfate was added to Hela cell total extract and proteins precipitating at 

calculated 25%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 75% of saturation were separated by centrifugation 

at 20,000 G for 15 minutes and stored frozen as pellets until needed. Pellets were 

thoroughly dialyzed against HEPES-buffered saline prior to further use (20 mM HEPES 

pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl). Extract fractions (0.1-1mg) were labeled by addition of purified 
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recombinant as-Cdk1-Cyclin B to 1% by mass of total protein, 1 mM N6-(benzyl)ATP-γ-

phosphorothioate and 5 mM MgCl2.  After thirty minutes of labeling, the reactions were 

stopped by addition of 20 mM EDTA and then digested to peptides using trypsin.  

Thiophosphopeptides were specifically recovered using our purification methodology, as 

described for the experiments using the Fin1-derived model thiophosphopeptide.  The 

recovered peptides were analyzed by nanoscale LC-MS/MS.  Proteins and 

phosphorylation sites identified over the course of several experiments were combined in 

a Microsoft Access database.   

 
LC-MS/MS analysis   

Phosphopeptide samples purified from HeLa extract fractions were analyzed by 

nanoscale liquid chromatography coupled on-line to a Q Trap tandem mass spectrometer 

(Sciex). The peptides were separated over the course of 100 minutes using a nonlinear 

gradient of 5% to 30% acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid, at a flow rate of 150 nl 

per minute. A 75 μM I.D. by 15 cm RP column (LC Packings) was employed to resolve 

peptides, while an upstream trap column was used to facilitate sample concentration and 

transfer from the autosampler.  Survey scans were performed using the ‘Enhanced Multi-

Charge’ scanning modality or alternatively a pair of neutral loss scans targeting loss of 48 

m/z and 32.6 m/z units respectively, corresponding to neutral loss of phosphate from 

doubly and triply charged precursors. Fragmentation spectra were acquired automatically 

in IDA mode and interpreted both manually and through the use of the protein database 

searching program MASCOT (Matrix Science).  

 

In Vitro phosphorylation assays   
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Open reading frames encoding human Drp1 and TPX2 were purchased as Ultimate ORF 

Gateway donor vectors (Invitrogen) and shuttled into the bacterial expression vector 

pDest17 by site-specific recombination. pDest17 encodes an in-frame N-terminal 6xHis 

tag. ORFs encoding HuR and hnRNP-k were purchased as cDNAs (Invitrogen) and 

cloned into pDONR221 by PCR mediated incorporation of terminal recombination 

sequences, followed by recombination. The ORFs were then shuttled into pDEST17 by 

recombination.  All four proteins were expressed in E. coli strain BL21(DE3) pLysS 

(Novagen) , and purified by IDA-Cobalt affinity chromatography. Approximately 5 υg of 

each purified protein were labeled with 20 ng Cdk1-Cyclin B and 100 mM ATP-Mg for 

30 minutes, then reactions were stopped y addition of 5 mM EDTA and digested with 

trypsin. Phosphopeptides were enriched using immobilized iron (Phos-Select beads, 

Sigma), eluted with 50 mM EDTA, and analyzed by nanoscale LC-MS/MS using the  

QTrap instrument. 

 
GFP-HuR  

Point mutants were constructed by mutagenic PCR in pDONR221-HuR and sequenced to 

verify the mutations. The HuR coding sequence was transferred into pDest53 

(Invitrogen), a eukaryotic expression vector that incorporates an N-terminal GFP fusion 

by enzymatic recombination. HeLa cells were transfected using purified plasmid DNA 

Lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer’s directions. 
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Appendix 1: MASCOT reports for phosphopeptides recovered from 

HeLa extract fractions  
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Appendix 2: MASCOT reports for phosphopeptides recovered from 

nuclear envelope experiments 
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